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PHEFACE 
This historical account of the Dyer Anti-
Lynching Bill of H120 has been undertaken for two main 
-ll-!-~------n·--ar-v<rs-e-~Tlre-:t'-il~st may be termed the authoJ;lt s 
interest in lynching as an American i.nsti tut1on. 
The seoond is a desire to portray clearly the facts 
. ( 
concerning the first major legislative atte~pt to 
curb the practice by Federal legl.slation. The 
author has no private grudge to present and no 
special interests to serve on the subject. Conse-
quently, this may be taken as an objective analysis 
of the arguments pro and con on a proposed leeis-
lative measure. 
Since the major argumentation occurred in the 
House, whereas the Senate merely filibustered or 
repeated those same argurnents, lflost of the con-
-----~~terrt-s-o-r-~t-rT:t;:> Vlor·k--ai'e- u:cescn ted frorn the House and 
' . 
one chapter is devoted to the m.anner in which the 
Senate disposed of the Dill • 
The author proposes to refer to the Bill al-
iv 
-~---··--------~--- ·--· -------
ways with a capital "B" that no confusion may arise 
as to what legislation is concerned in any given 
statement. 
A definite attempt has been made to provide 
local color and to give the reader a glimpse of the 
atti tud,es of the day. ]'or this reason, quot~ tions 
have been used freely from Congressional source~ one 
thing was oerta:I.nly in:p:t'essed upon the wri te:r' s mind 
and that was the general culture and ability of the 
Congressmen, On the lynching issue arguments were 
often tinged with an over-abundance of ·emotion. Never-
theless, the language, the adroitness, the beauty of 
speech proclaimed the fine forensic background of 
many of our representatives in Washington. 
v 
· The author wishes to make clear that he is 
attempting to present only the arguments of the Congress-
· men whether these arguments were good or bad, complete 
or incomplete in their analysis. This is the history 
of a legi~lative measure, not a dissertation upon. 1~--~t~~---~~-~.~~---~~--~~-
tbe subjedt of lynching in general. In this literary 
·effort the method of presentation has been to de-
emph.asize chronological development and to present 
the major and minor issues of the Bill 
argued by its proponents and opponents. This 
procedure has been followed in order to avoid a 
mere condensation of the Qongressional Reoor~, 
Instead~ there is a desire to gather all the 1m-
' ' 
~olidated serie~; for as those familiar with the 
Record will testify, arguments rarely answer each 
other directly. Usually pages and pages of n~w 
argutn.ents, different issues, and even new subjects 
intervene. 
vi 
This leads the author to the statement that be· 
cause of the manner in which debates appear in the 
Record, he found it particularly gratifying to at-
tempt a 'tround upn, so to speak, of the myriad of 
speeches, committee reports, etc, that constituted 
the total forensic effort on this particular measure 
and to separate the total into its logical subject 
:hf3_ads_,_to __ sii'C't-ma-Jer and minor arguments into se-
_,~ --~~----~--------~p-ar-a te--:-di visions-and. finally to derive one con-
solidated account. If he has succeeded in reaching 
this objective, he feels that his effort will not 




PRELUDE TO THY£ DYJl~H BILL 
A DEFINITION OF LYNCHING 
Before actually considering the context of the 
Dyer Bill, it is relevant to consider e few of the 
1 
uotion on 
the floor of Congress. In other words the writer shall 
attempt to present a cross section of some of the 
ideas of the people of that day in respect to the 
lynching problem, Although the Bill ·itself defines 
the c~ime of lynching~ as the reader shall see in 
the chapter devoted to the contents of the mea~ure. 
legal minds were doing their best to find an ade-
quate definition long before this legislation appeared. 
The typical definition read about as follows: 
Lynching "is the infliction of punishment without a 
legal trial, as by a mob or by any unauthorized per-
sons" .l This type of definition was defective in 
It did not 
take in the illegal execution of a legally convicted 
criminal, for instance. However, one cannot criticize 
the above definition too severly inasmuch as one finds 
that out of twelve statutory definitions, no two were 
E. McCrady, "Lynch Law and south Carolina", Nation, 
Vol. LXXVI, page 52 (Jan. 15, 1903). 
.. -
2 
the same. Some included beatings as well as murders, 
· Others claimed the victim must be taken from the cus-
tody of peace officers. 
After considering many attempts to define the crime, 
the writer happened upon this fairly modern one: "Lyn-
ching is the killing or aggravat~d injury of a human 
being by the act or procurement of a mob 11 , 2 This is 
certainly a broader interpretation, However, it must 
be remembered that in early .American history lynching 
was often condoned, and punishment restricted to yery 
limited and severe cases. 
ORIGIN of LYNCHING 
The name and pedigree of lynching is often dis-
puted, one early writer asserted, "Some trace it back 
to James Fitz-stephen Lynch, mayor of Galway in the 
end of the fifteenth century, who hanged his own son 
out of a window, in spite of popular clamor, and in 
execution of a lawful sentence which his inferior of-
ficers refused to carry out. n 3 Very likely lynching-~-----
American Indian practices. One author claims it began 
with a certain John Lynch, an Irishman and a farmer who 
2 J. H. Chadbourn, Lynching and the Law, page 47. 
3 
was said to have been a Justice of the Peace in Vir-
ginia or Carolina in the seventeenth or eighteenth 
century. He Was supposed to be judge over a large 
3 
j? 
area and chastised offenders by flogging them, a pun-
$shment that lynchin~-~a~~~4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~­
. Other writers trace lynching@ bagl( to t~e Regulators 
of the Caro1~nas who met at Lynch's C~eek to ~pflict 
5 
illegal whippings. However, Mr. Mccrady, previously 
cited, felt sure that no such connection exist~d. He 
said the Lynch family of south Carolina were great 
philanthropists and patriots. He objected to connect-
ing a practice to their name when they would most 
certainly have condemned that praotice. 6 
CAUSES of LYNCHING 
Now it may be of interest to touch upon some of the 
causes to which the people, previous to the Dyer Bill, 
•~~-. c _____ ~"attri-but_e_d-Tyncflings. One of these- was laxity of law. -------c---
·~~----------- -~~-
one writer contrasted the English law of the times with 
our own, disclosing that in England no criminal appeals 




A. Matthews, "Lynch Law Once .Mereu, Nation, Vol. LXXVI, 
page 91 (Jan. 29, 1903). 
E. McCrady, "Lynch Law and South Carolina", Nat}on, 
Vol. LXXVI, page 531 (Jan. 15, 1903). 
---------~~--~------·---------~~ 
4 
"appeals on appeals". England had a much finer record 
for suppressing crime than did the United States. The 
element of delay engendered by appeals made it difficult 
to suppress public passion,and lynching was the natural 
result. 7 
~o demonstrate just how lax the law was take the 
following case: A Negro w~s taken out of jl:lil an~ lyn• 
-ohed. ,i\n attempt was made to pun~sh the lYi!Chf3rs, but 
the attempt fa.11~d~ Th~ Judge in charging the grand 
jury J laid down the do a tl:·ine that when a moo :l.f,'l hurried . 
br some mysterious metaphysical and almost electric fren~. · · 
zy to commit a crime of violence, the participants are 
···absolved from guilt, and are not proper subjects of pun-
ishment. 
A certain Bartholomew Shea shot down one Robert Ross 
e..t the polls in a very plain case of murder, writes one 
journalist, but appeals caused an eighteen months.delay. 
J?inally sentenced to death, the murderer's execution was 
postponed one year. He was backed by a political machine 
1~----------. 
~~~'c--c-·~---~·;-------·· that used threats and intimidation to secure an appeal--~----.~·-·· 
for clem~ncy to the chief executive of the state. 8 
Too may stays of execution, chances for escape, 
7 · D. M. Means, ntynch Law", Nation, Vol. LLXV, page 7 
(July 1, 1897). 
-- ---· ~-----"-~-:----~~--w-.-stev-eJTs--;--''Lyncnih-g ·and tiie--taw' s--Delays", Nation, 
Vol. LXI, page 426 (Dec. 12, 1895). 
5 
and technicalities for evading justice are cited by 
another journalist of the period as legal laxity that 
caused lynchings. 9 Another writer urges the retraction 
of the power of clem~ncy exercised by state governors, 
asks that appeals he severely limited, and seeks that 
the execution of n jud.r:;raent be roqu;t;r.·od to occur in a 
w. Roberts attributed some of the legal laxity to 
the practice of easing up on all law eni'orcememt near 
election dny. 11 
An editorial in the Qhamber' s lQll ..£nal allocated to 
l') 
the almighty dollar the cause for most legal laxity. '> 
A fu~ther example of legal ~exity may be found in 
the abuse of' the challenging privilege. ''Under the pre.;. 
sent system", wrote one author, "any chicaning petti-
fogger can pack a ,jury with idiots, as a Georgia mag-
istrate expressed it, by excluding all whose superior 
intelligence or.means of information has enabled them 
ca-,--Ghamber-'-s-Journa-i, 
17' 1890) • 
··--·- ·--··----- ····----·------------.....:.-
6 
to form an opinion of the case. ,,13 
Yet another demonstration of legal laxity may be 
found in the lack of effort to enforce the law on the 
part of offici8ls. 
The ,Augusta Herald says that if he {the governor) ho.d 
taken the proper precaution he might have prevented 
the lynchin : 
pective tragedy three houra hafore it cpourred. He 
alao knew that a diligent search for th~ crtminal 
had been in proRresB for several daya, pnd that if 
he were caught his life wouldn't have been worth a 
groat, nut we have yet to hear of any effort he 
made to f'al'estall mob violence. r·t ought to have 
been practicable to control the district in which 
the lynching wau liable to occur. Certainly it 
was praoticable to :request and secure from the 
department of the gulf a sufficient detail of 
regulars to go to the scene of the trouble and 
.prevent a lynching, Instead of that the governor 
was teleph6ning the sheriff to raise a posse--
when every male citizen according to reports w~s 
in the mob. He was quibbling over details in 
order to save the petty reward offered by the state• 
while the Negro was left to his fate, It wouldn't 
have been good politics to call out the Federal 
troops to suppress a mob; btit it would have been 
part of a good chief executive
1 
determined to en-
force the laws of the state.", 4 
Other writers proclaimed astonishm.ent at the way of-
ficers went to great trouble to catch a criminal and 
t------'--lt-'-~-~"~~-··--·~--t-~h_e_n_. __ l~_e ___ t ____ Qim es~c_EJ.pe because of taking so few pre-
cautions. Naturally this made lynching easy. 
A second main ~ause for lynching was attributed 
to the prevalence of crime amongst the Negroes and 
13 
14 Editors, "Lynching and Southern sentiment~', out-
look, Vol. LXII, page 200 (May 2?, 1899). 
especially to the crime of assault on white women. 15 
A third cause was given as politics and religion. 
Politics and religion have somehow influenced the 
operations of mob law, especially in rural dis-
tricts throughout the south. It is everywhere re-
marked that a Negro preacher and a white politician 
of lowest grade always have their hands in every 
race riot, race quarrel and lynching. The trouble 
generates itself in the curious fact that what the 
whites as a body are f'or 1 the Negroes are against. 
7 
~~-!~:____'----'-~----c----'--~y_ctu~m.Ay_take-t~h~:i.e-e~-s.-u-n-:i~v~e1;'~s~a~l-r~u~l-e-o-l-in-o-lx~~d-hy·~~---r--------
e. i'ew notable exceptions. In any riei~hborh.ood 
1-----c-----'----
nothing is better settled than that it the white 
politician advocates a certain measure, th~ Negro 
preacher opposes it, right or w:t•ong and vice versa; 
if the village whites :f'avor a street 1mprovement 
or the building of a towt1 hall, the blacks al"e 
against it to a man. And while this antagonism 
runs very mildly in a general way. every public 
movement, from a politfgal mass movement to a lyn-
ching partakes of it·,. 
An editorial in the "Spectator" says that the 
North's treatment of the South after the Civil War is 
still another cause for lynching. 17 
REMEDIES SUGGESTED 
Many indeed were the remedies suggested--some 
--~-~tried--some merely conctei ved from arm chair philos-





A Southern Lawyer, "Remedies for Lynch Law"~ Se-
wanee Review, Vol. VIII a e 2 (Jan., 1900 • 
M. Thompson, "'rhe court of Judge Lynch", Liptin-
cott's Magazine, Vol. LXIV, page 257 (Aug.,8~~). 
Editors, "Lynch Law in America", Spectator, Vol.LXXII, 
page 744 (June 2, 1894). 
1 
----- ------------·-- ·------ -·-- ----·-- ~ ---- .·-,;'<~;.--:--··· ------.--··-·-···---·-··· 
8 
One journalist went so far as to say that one should 
teach children to love animal pets in grammar school so 
that a love for all animal life might gradually be built 
up.l8 Another pleaded for the tecching of humanity from 
every pulpit and in every classroom. He said that if such 
a practice were generalized, lynching would cee,sa. 1~ 
should be made less lax and less technical, Attempts to 
get quicker trials were many, but were ustlally unsuccess-
ful~ Governor. Atkinson of Georgia was cited as saying 
that lynch law was so seldom used in his state because 
of pr9mpt enforcement, The Governor of North Carolina 
declared that most of the lynchings in his state were 
due to delay in law enforcement. He suggested;that in 
atrocious crimes where lynching might occur as a re• 
sult, the governor should be able to call for an im~ 
mediate trial; 'and in case of appeal, he could call 
the appellate court as soon as possible. Governor John-
st6n ofAlabama expressed the same idea. Governor Blox-
.· ~··~---~--ham-·bf-F-lor-id'a-wanted the Constitution amended so that 
a circuit judge might be appointed for the state at 
large. Governor Atkinson of Georgia desired giving to 
the trial judge the sole power to pass upon motions to 
18 Lynching", Nation, 
mu '--~-~0_2) • -~~~-------------· ·----
Q~ iwing, "How Can Lynching Be Checked in the South", 
Outlook, Vol. LXIX, page 360 (Oct. 12, 1901). 
-·--·-- ----.----------..... -·. ----------~ 
continue. He would also deny the Supreme Court the 
power to grunt a new trial on account of alleged error. 
One writer felt that whenever there was a trial the 
defendant could easily secure skillful counsel and evade 
justice~ He claimed that a trial was "not so much an in-
vestigation of the truth of the real ma1·.ter at is$Ue as 
a display of legal skill on the part ot counsel". In 
· suchcases the mob hastened to lynch the defendant. 2l 
Another remedy for laxity of the law was to require trial 
to be at the term at which the indictment was fo1Jnd. If 
continuance was necessary, the court term should be ad-
journed to the earliest day practical. r.rhe prisoner 
must cease to have advantages over the state such as more 
challenges than the state is allowed. In North Carolina, 
for in~tance, the prisoner was allowed twenty-four chal-
lenges, while the state had only fotir. 22 Judges should 
be chosen for life and should be paid we11.·23 "Provide 
the death penalty for rape'', cries one writer. 24 • But an-






E. L •. Pell, "Prevention of Lynch· Law Epidemics", 
Review of Reviews, Vol. XVII, page 323 (March, 18~8). 
w. Clark, "The True Remedy for Lynch Law", American 
Law Review, Vol. XXVIII, page 802 {Nov.-Dec., 18~4). 
Ibid. 
A Southern Lawyer, "Remedies for Lynch Law", Se-
wanee Review, Vol. VIII, page 1 (Jan., 1~00).--
E. L. Pell, "Prevention of Lynch Law Epidemics", 
Review of Reviews, Vol. XVII, page 324 (March, 1898). 
- ._,,_,_.~----·-------· 
in all other crimes in order to get a less reluctant 
and thereby a quicker conviction. 25 
10 
"Get better officials", exclaimed one writer. The 
laws were .all right, he said; what was necessary was 
better officials to enforce those laws. His adtice 
··----·-----·~---~ .. ~ ........... 
was to keep clear of dema oguery. Governor 0'~~~~1-~------~--~-------­
of Virginia out lynchings from sixty-two to thre@ per year 
in his state by strict law enforcement. Some wanted 
a ~ural police force. One group advocated that sovernors 
remove from office any sheriff who allowed a lynohing,26 
Another added that such e sheriff should never hold 
a state office again. Governor Atkinson of Georgia de .. 
sired that if the officer was not required to J)rotect 
his prisoner at the hazard of his own life, he should 
free and arm the prisoner (no white sheriff would ever 
arm a Negro against a white mob, however).27 
' some suggested the remedy of fining the county in 
which the crime occurred. Others sought to fine the city. 
Note the following description of the latter: 
+--+~--,--------. ---Mo~e--tha-n--a--cent-ury and o he.lf has passed since· ah 
25 
27 
Edinborough mob broke into Rorteous' prison, and 
hanged him. Rorteus had been convicted of homicide, 
A Southern Lawyer, "Remedies for Lynch Law", Se-
wanee Review, Vol. VIII, page 1 (Jan., 1900). 
E. 1. Pell, "Prevention of Lynch Law Epidemics", 
Review of Reviews, Vol. XVII, page 323 (March, 1898). 
r ----~---~ ·-·-·--·-·---~---~.--_._. 
and sentenced to the gallows by the supreme Criminal 
Court. The sentence had been respited by what was 
regarded as an arbitrary exertion of the royal pre· 
rogative, Yet the deed was murder. No one just-
ified it. The authorities made prompt investigation. 
The principal actors fled the land, to avoid pun-
ishment. The city paid a large indemnity to the 
vidtim's widow, and narrowly escaped having its walls 
dismantled, and its guards ~isbanded. That any sim-
ilar outbreak could now take place in our city is 
s~arcely possible, and that it should be approved 
is inconceivable. 
But in the United States the tendency drifts 
11 
-11~---:'----~--'---'----~~~~~~~tt;r~~-;-~ n~-~~=-n~-:-~~a ~cfw;_~~11-~ f a:~y w!~ri~-~-2-~_r_y~-~__:_---c'----_ __:_:_: ____ _ 
Other suggested remediaB were: (l) T'I!Y Cfl.Q@S 
against women privately in order to get them to testi~ 
t:y. ( 2) Have a conunission publish circumstances of cri1nes 
to foster healthier public opinion. (3) Stop Negroes 
2~ 
·from rape and shielding rapists. 
PUBLIC OPINION .AND LYNCHING 
Opinion of the era that led to the Dyer Bill was 
varied. Many thought that lynching was actually ben ... 
eficiai to society. The Galveston news reported with 
respect to one lynching, 
- --· --- ·-------------rf-the-peop-l:e--of Paris had left Henry Smi thali'VE3, 
•----'-'---------·-· -· ---~--the-v.enue_in __ this case would have been changed, 
the trial would have been delayed, the c-ase woUld· 
have beeri cohti1;1ued; an appeal would have been 
taken, .the judgment would probably have been re-
versed on the plea of denial of a fair trial. If 
brought to the scaffold at all, it would have been 
28 
2~ 
• • D. Kennedy "Lynch", Juridical Review, Vol. III, 
A Southern Lawyer, "Remedies for Lynch Law"t Se-
wanee Review, Vol. VIII, page 1 (Jan., 1~00). 
after years of nonsensical delay.30 
One observer reported that lynching was an ex-
cellent judicial process. 
A mass meeting was held in the rnost public square 
of New Orleans. It was not a crowd of ruffians; 
the leading business men, including the most in-
fluential lawyers, doctors, notaries, were most 
conspicuous, and a calm explanatory speecb was 
made by a leader of reforms in politics and mu• 
nicip~l economy. There was no appearance of un-
12 
1-~;:! _ __:____,..-__ -:--_ _:__-;d~u~e~e;-:;x;;--;c~i~t':-:e~m;;"e~n~t =-n_o_h~o_o_d~thi!'.s-t:y-a-p-pe-e.-1-w~a~maQ.-e~. --c-__:____,.-~----­
The speaker simply stated the faot that organized 
murder had shown itself able to laugh at the courts 
and juries of New Orleans and that the time had 
come for the people to defend themselves, by doing 
what juries and sheriffs ought, but dared pot, to 
do, In accordance with what that very deliberate 
and dispassionate speaker suggestid as a ~emedy 
for the existing evil, a remarkablY solemn, and 
orderly procession of armed men soon made it~1way to the prison and there killed the Italians. 
Another observer stated that although the South 
bad folks who opposed lynching, these people were in 
the minority. Still another remarked that the "Silence 
and seeming condonation grow more marked as the years 
32 
go by''• 
concerning the fundamental builder of public 
opinion, one journal reported, 
As to the newspapers, they represent two interE:lsts, ____ · __ .... 
~~·------C--"---th-e-p-o-ckets-or-their proprietors and the political 
30 
32 
party to which they belong. Instead of leading 
they follow, and instead of trying to teach the 
Editors, "The Texas Horror", Public Opinion, Vol. XIV, 
page 448: (Feb. 11, 1893). 
I. B. Wells-Barnett; "Lynch Law in i\lllerica'', Arena, 
Vol. XXIII, page 24 ( J·an., 1900}. 
working classes, which are necessarily their 
largest patrons, they flatter their vices and 
applaud their follies. Hardly do they urge 
even a mild remonstrance against a popular out-
break. I~ would not pay; they would lose sub-
scribers.33 
Some of the advocates of lynching justified it 
on the basis of the laxity of law discussed in the 
preceding section of this thesis, Others claimed it 
was justified in certain crimes, particularly ~ape, 
' because this was a crime no court could properly avenge, 
Most justified it as a vigilante necessity for pre" 
serving order. 
But there were also those who condemned the prac-
tice. One author in his condemnation demonstrated.how 
little provocation there was for lynching in many in-
stances, 
The impeachments which our midnight reformers have 
.made pretexts of murderous assaults include charges 
of profanity, fin~ncial extravagance, Sabbath break-
ing, premature marriages, non-conventional dress 
("bloomers", etc), agnosticism, unsocial habits, 
1!3 
disregard of warnings, and even failure to patron-
ize local markets and industries. In the Western 
Alleghenies a gang of masked hoodlums smashed the 
scant household furniture of a crippled cobbler 
!---'--~t--~--------------'-'-""'--""----""'-""-"'L__.,,_~_.."-.._. ___ ~_,~ .... ght_ reading Darwin on sunday, and ________ _ 
ordered a censor out of his house; and a Texas 
-~-pliysician-;~flrst bullied in his office, and them- ---------
try'ing to leave town, was atta.cked at a depot by 
33 
34 
a cowhide brigade and beaten out of a human shape 34 because he refused to join the law and order league. 
w. Roberts, "Administration of Justice in .America", 
Fortni Review, Vol. LVII, page 106 (Jan. 1 1892 • 
F. L. Oswald, "Epidemics of Lynch Law", North .Amer-
ican Review, Vol. CLXV, page 119 (July, 189?). 
To demonstrate how little life meant, just analyze 
the following anecdote related by an ex-attorney-gen-
eral of Nevada, 
In a certain small town out west, a stranger once 
presented a cheque to the cashi~r of a banl<: who 
was also a county judge. 
· ''The cheque is all right, sir", said the 
judge. "But the evidence you offer in identifying 
yourself as the person to whose order it is drawn 
14 
is hardly sutfi~~~nt~.'------------------------------~----~---------­
~~~-----------=~==="~l~have known you to hang a man on lees ev-
:l.dence", was the ~tranger's respon$e. 
:.: ' "Q,ui te likely", replied. the judge; "but when 
tt comes to lBtt:t.ns so ot cold casn, we have to 
be carefulu.~ 
Here's what a visiting foreigner had to say about 
lynching as practiced in the United State~; 
Your Republic may be the greatest and best form of 
government the world has yet known; this question 
I will not stop to discuss, but I maintain that, 
when such things as I have recounted take place 
within its borders, and the perpetrators go un-
punished, your government is neither great nor 
good, your freedom is a delusion, and your inde-
pendence a pretense.36 
The Detroit Free Press even suggested mission~ry 
work in America to replace foreign fields: 
We have said that outsiders can do little in such 
a rna tter ; __ but:I.J J§ we11Hworth the while_ of_ those 
+--l----'---;--------w--.h_o--=-a-r---:e-----:interested in missionary work to ask them-
L_t---'---c--------s~-tves wh-e-tner here is not a field where missionary 
work is as much needed a~ in the Far East or the 
wilds of central Africa.""'? 
35 . Editors, ntynching in America", Chamber's Journal, 
Vol. LXV, page 318 (May 1?, 18~0 • 
--J--"---'-~------'""-=---W-.-Robe-r-ts-,-"lidrni-ni-stration-of-Jm:rti-c--e--n:r--America", 
Fortnightly Review, Vol LVII, page 10? {J·an. 1, 1892). 
3? Editors, ''Rule of the Mob", Public. Opinion, Vol. XIV, 
page 448 (Feb. 11, 1893). 
Again from the Detroit J.!'ree Press carne the fol-
lowing excerpt concerning the lynching of one, Smith, 
who had comrni tted on. atroo:ious crime. Here the author 
does not stress the need for revenge because of the 
atrocity of the crinH~. He has a rather interesting 
approach of an entirely different nature from the con-
clu~ions drawn by lynching's advocates. 
·rhe first crime j,ndicates only a single individual 
iriibruted or utterly lacking in the s.ttributes of .. 
humanity. 'rhe second shows an entire community on 
the same level, In e. comrnuui ty with sorne respect 
fbr law and order such a fiend as Smith would be an 
almost inconcei va.ble ;nonn trosi ty. In sttch a commun-
ity as turned out to torture and bttrn him it ~8 not 
at all difficult to conceive of' such a being, 0 
With this survey of the ideas prevalent in the 
country at large, the Dyer Bill is presented. 
38 
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CONTENTS AND SHORT HIS'rORY 
O:B" 'rHE BILL 
of fifty-seven pages~ Since the Library of Consreps 
recommends that the Bill be presented in digest form, 
the writer will follow that procedure. 
It should be noted that the Bill (originally 
known as House Hesolution 14097) was first intro-
duced· in the House on May 17th, H:l20, and was re-
ferred to the Conunittee on the Judiciary, It was 
labeled aa "a bill to assure to persons within the 
jurisdiction of every state the equal protection of 
·the laws and to punish the crime of lynching." 
The Conunitee on the J·udiciery reported the 
measure back without amendment on IJay 26, 1920 
(House Renort , __ E_art 1, hereinafter referred to fre .. 
~·-.. -. ·------'-quentTy)~--A mniority report was filed on May 26, 1920 
(House Report 1027, Part 2). rrhe wording of the Bill 
as included in this report was: 
16 
---. =---- ·--.-. ·- -- -. 
The bill reported by this committee seeks (1) to 
prevent lynchings as far as possible; (2) to pun-
ish the crime of lynching; and (3) to compel the 
community in which the crime is committed to make 
such compensation as is possible •••••••• 
SECTION I. Whenever any criminal prosecution 
shall have been instituted or any warrant of arrest 
~hall have been issued, or any arrest shall have 
been .made, or attempted, with the purpose and in" 
t ' against any person within the jurisdiction of the . 
state, whether he be a citizen of the Urtit~d States 
or not, any such person shall appeal, as nerein-
after provided, for the protection of the Govern-
ment of the United States upon the ground that he 
has reasonable oause to apprehend that he will be 
denied the equal prot~ation ot the laws by the 
State within whose jurisdieticm he :Ls, or by any 
officer or inhabitant of such State, such person 
shall be entitled to the protection.of the· courts 
and officers of the United st~tes to the end that 
the protection guaranteed by the Constitut~on of 
the United States may be given. 
SECTION 2, That any person within the juris-
diction of any state charged with a felony or 
other crime who shall file with the clerk of the 
district court of the United States within whose 
jurisdiction he is his duly verified petition 
showing (1) that he is charged with, or has been 
arrested for, the alleged commission of, or par .. 
ticipation in, some felonious or criminal act, 
the nature of which shall be set out in his pe-
tition; (2) that he has reason to apprehend that, 
because of his race, nationality, or religion, 
which shall be specifically stated in his petition, 
1? 
1--l~~~---'c.~----·---_MH·'"'--;--.1:'-"''-~--:-·-u .... -vner-is likely to be denied the equal· -----
prot o tion of the laws, either by the courts, the-~-.-. 
LL-~-~~------~-·~~~~cme~r~s~o~f'~t~~h:e law, or other inhabitants of the 
State within whose jurisdiction he is; and (3) that 
some other person or persons of his race, color, 
nationality, or religion, within the jurisdiction 
of such State, charged with an offense similar to 
that with which the petitioner is charged, have 
been put to death without trial or brutally as-
saulted or otherwise maltreated, or have been de-
··-~--~-~---- ... ---~ 
r~ce, color, nationality, or religion of such person 
·or persons, he shall be entitled to and shall re-
ceive the protection of all officers of the United 
states. Upon the filing of such petition with the 
clerk of such court, it shall be the duty of such 
clerk to issue forthwith to the marshal a warrant 
commanding him to bring the.body of such petitioner 
into court for hearing upon such petition. 
SECTION 3. That it shall be the duty of the 
m~rshal upon receipt of such warrant to arrest and 
detain the petitioner and to protect him from assault 
or injury; and in case such petitioner is in the 
18 
-lH--'-"---c------e~u--s~t-S-~--Y-e-f-a~n.-y-s-~a-t-e-e~~mu--n-i-e-i-p-@.-l-e{r.-:r-1-e-e-P--,~~-b-e-r~i-f.:f'~,.-· ----'--,-·~--­
marshal, constable, bailiff, jailer, warden, police~ 
man, or other officer or person, upon a warrant to 
hold petitioner for prosecution in any state court 
for rel.ony or other crime, such marshal shall take 
·such petitioner from such State official, receipt-
ing to him for the body of petitioner, . 
SECTION 4. That when said petitioner shall have 
been brought into court he shall be ~ntitled to a 
summary hearing upon his petition, an<l, incase he 
has been taken from the custody of any State officer, 
he shall, in event his petition is not sustained, be 
surrendered by the marshal to the State offic~r from 
whom he had been taken; and if he has not been taken 
from the custody of any State or municipal or other 
officer. he shall, in the event his petition is not 
sustained, be set at liberty, and the costs of the 
proceeding shall be taxed against him, In case the 
petition is sustained by the cpurt, the petitioner 
shall be remanded to the custody or the marshal for 
protection until petitioner may be tried in the 
proper district court of the United States upon such 
indictment, information, or other charge as may 
have been or may be made or returned against him, 
and for the purpose of such trial such district court 
shall have and possess jurisdiction to try and de-
a------:--~--',~· ~---:__-term1-ne-an-y-and--all proceedings upon indictmentor-~~--·-· 
H-~-----,-.. ~-·--,---in:t'.orma-tion_which_ may be removed from any State _ ---~~---­
court under this act. 
SECTION 5. That the removal of criminal prose-
cutions provided in this act shall conform in all 
respect to removals in other oases provided for by 
section 31 and 32 of the act entitled "An act to 
codify, revise and amend the laws relating to the 
judiciary," approved March 3, 1911. 
,·'• 
Sections 6 and ? simply increase the penalty 
now imposed by law upon persons who ''knowingly 
and willfully obstruct, resist, or oppose any 
. officer of the United States or other person duly 
authorized." in serving any mesne process, warrant, 
rule, or order or other legal writ or process of 
any United States court, or assault, beat, or 
wound such officer or any person lawfully in his 
custody, from a maximum fine:or $300 to one of · 
$10,000, and from a maximum imprisonment of one 
year to one of ten years; and provide that in case 
1~ 
-J~----c-,!--'c-~~-'--~~-t.J-J~o--!:;.~.-H,__,J"'c::HH;.a.:.-.~ :~~H:o--a-sd~l;l~e~t-ie-n~e-f~an-y-p-e-r--a-o-n-1~n~o-u-s-~·~~-'c-~~~~~~~ 
tody of a Federe.l officer and the subsequep, 1; kill.-
ihg of the person so tak~n, all perspns eng~ged 
in the.unlawful taking shall be guilty of murder. 
Sections 8 and ~ are as follows: 
· SECTION 8. That the putting to death within any 
state of any person within the jurisdiction of the 
State by a mob or riotous assemblage of·tllree or 
more persons openly acting in concert.• in y:l.o;Lation 
of law and in default of protection of sugh person 
by such State or the officers thereof, sh~ll be 
deemed a denial to such person by such State of 
the equal protection of the laws and a violE;~.tion 
of the p~ace of the United States and an offense 
against the same. 
. SECTION ~. That every person participating in 
such mob or riotous assemblage by which such person 
is put to death, as described in the section im-
mediately preceding, shall be guilty of murder and 
shall be liable to prosecution, and, upon conviction, 
to punishment therefor, according to law, in any 
district court of the United States having juris-
diction in the place where such putting to death 
occurs, 
Section 10 exacts from the county in which a 
person is lynched a penalty of ~~10, 000, recoverable 
~•~--'"----~~~~'-'~~---~---~~-'--1-n~an--ac~t~ion directed to be brought by the district----~--; 
attorney~in the name of the United States for the 
use of the dependent family, if any, and if there 
be no dependent family, for the use of the United 
States. 
Section 11 makes every county, through which a 
person is taken by a mob from the place of his 
taking to that where he is killed, equally liable 
to a like penalty for the murder. 
Section 12 and 13 punish State and municipal 
·,··.·. 
feasance may have con tribu !;ed to a lynching with 
imprisonment or fine. 
Section 14 disqualifies Various classes of per-
sons in sympathy with the lynching from serving
1 on juries charged with the trial of such cases. 
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After a few general remarks had been made in the 
House on HoUse Resolution 14097, it was dropped, Later 
+-t-W"irs-r-eTrrtroa.uced on AprfTJ.l.--;-r~21, under the fl!ame 
wording as quoted E.~bove, but was given the new title of 
HouseResolution 13. The latter was referred ono~ more 
to the Comrni ttee on the Judiciary and reported baql<.: with 
an amendm~nt on October 31, 1921 (House Report 452 also 
to be f'.re·quently c·i ted later). 
The amendment read as follows: 
That the phrase "mob or riotous assemblage," When 
used in this act, shall mean an assemblage com ... 
posed of five or more persons acting in concert 
for the purpose of depriving any person of his 
life without authority of lnw as a punishment for 
or to prevent the commission of some actual or 
supposed public offense. 
SECTION 2. r_rhat if any Stete or governmental 
subdivision thereof fails, neglects, or refuses 
to provide and maintain protection of the life of 
ariy person within its jurisdiction against a mob 
t-c•-~---'-~-. __ QJ:' __ r_io-tous--assemblage, such State shal-l be reason 
of such__faiJ,ur~_, __ ~gl,ec:t, or refusal be . deemed 
~-~~~~--~t~o~h-a~v~e denied to such person the equal protection 
1 
6f the lciws of the State, and to the end that 
s~ch protection as is guaranteed to the citizens 
of the United States by its Constitution may be 
secured it is provided: 
SECTION 3. 'rhat any State or municipal officer 
charged with the duty or who possesses the power 
or authority as such officer to protect the life 
of any person that may be put to death by any mob 
or riotous assemblage, or who has any such person 
in his charg~ as a prisoner, who fails, neglects. 
or refuses to make all reasonable efforts to pre-
vent such person from being so put to death, or 
any State or municipal officer charged with the 
duty of apprehending or prosecuting any person 
pertioipa·t;ing in such mob or riotous as~;~emblage 
who fails ne leota r refu 
e o pe orm s du y in app~ehending 
or prosecuting to final judgment unger t4e laws 
of such State all persons so participating except 
such, if any, ~.ts are or. have been held to answer 
for. such par·bicipo:tion in any district OO'L\rt of 
the United States. f.:l.S herein provided, shall be 
guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof 
shall be punished by imprisonment not e~ceeding 
five ye~rs or by a fine of not exo~eding $5,000, 
or by both such fine l:l!ld imprisonriJ.ent. 
Any person who participates in a mob or rio-
tous assemblage thrJ.t takes from the custody or 
possession of any State or municipal officer any 
person held by such officer to answer for some 
actual or supposed public offense and puts such 
person to death as a punishment for such offense, 
or any person who participates in any mob or rio-
tous assemblage thnt obstructs or prevents any 
State or municipal officer in discharging his 
duty to apprehend, prosecute, protect, or punish 
any person suspected of or charged with any public 
offense and puts such person to death as a punish-
ment for such offense shall be guilty of a felony 
and on conviction thereof shall be imprisoned f'or 
life or for not less than five years. 
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SECTION 4. That any person who part~cipates in ___ ~-· 
+.c.~t------:-~-------'---··--J:fn'tr-ffi?'\n-·r~r.---r1-ot0l.J.s asseinblage by Which a person is . _ ... 
kc--J..-...:~---'--~-----:-----~-f:>U-1r1J-O---a:ea-th--sha11 be guilty Of a felony, . and on ----
COnViction thereof shall be imprisoned for life or 
for not less than five years. · 
SECTION 5. That any county in which a person is 
put to death by a mob or riotous assemblage shall 
forfeit $10,000, which sun may be recovered by an 
action therefor in the name of the United states 
such county for the use of.the family, if 
erso 
---- ----- ----- -· ----- --- ------~--- --~ ------- ----- ..... ".-·· _. __ ;__.,~.---
family, then to his dependent parents, if any; 
otherwise for the use of the United States. 
Such action should be brought and prosecuted by 
the district attorney of the United States of 
the district in which such county is situated 
in any court of the United States having juris-
diction therein. If such forfeiture is not 
paid upon recovery of' (:1. judgment therefor, such 
court shall have jurisdiction to enforce payment 
thereof by levy of execution u any property 
Of the COUll. 
n o a a:x: the:L~efor, or may otherwise com .. 
pel payment t.hereo:f' by mandamus or other appro-
. priate process; and any officer ot suoh gounty 
or other Pewson who disobeys or fails to comply 
with any lawful ordeP of th~ court in thl premises 
shall be liable to punishment as for contempt 
and to ~ny other p~Hulty provided by law therefor. 
SECTION 6. That in the event that a~y person 
·• so put to death shall have been tr~nsported by 
such mob or riotous assemblage froln one county 
to another county during the time intervening 
between his capture and putting to death, each 
county in or through which he was so transported 
shall be jointly and severally liable to pay the 
forfeiture herein provided. 
In construing and applying this act t.he Dis .. 
· trict of Colwnbia shall be deemed a county, as 
shall also each of the parishes of the State of 
Louisiana. 
SECTION 7. ·rhat if any section or provision 
of this act shall be held by any court to be in-
valid, the balance of t~e act s4~~1 not for that 
reason be held. invalid. 
22. 
use-Reso-lutton 253) · that the Bill be- argued imme-d------
iately in Committee of the Whole House as though on 
the Union Calendar. Whereupon the Bill was debated. 
House Report 452 
. . 
It passed the House on January 26, 1922 with 
the amendment and was introduced in·the senate on 
January 26, l\122; Here it was immediately sent to 
the Senate Committee on the Judiciary and was re-
ported bacl~ with amendments (Senate Report 837) on 
July 28, 1922 ~ 'rhese a.m.~n_d_m!3n_ts __ reod: - c -- -~--
On page 3, in line 19, strike out all of sec-
tion 4 after the word "therein," a.nc:l. insert in 
lieu thereof the following: --
P~ovided, That it shall be charged in the in-
dictment that by reason of the tailure, nesle~t, 
or refusal of the offioers of the st~te ohcirged 
with the duty of prosecuting such offense ~der 
the laws of the state to proceed with due· qili• 
genae to apprehend and prosecute such partie-· 
1pants the state has denied to its citizens the 
equal protection of the laws, r·t shall not be 
necessary that the jurisdictional allegations 
herein required shall be proven beyond a rea~ 
sonable doubt, and it shall be sufficient if 
such allegations are sustained by a preponderance 
of the evidence. · 
On page 4; in line 1?, after the word ''shall" 
and before the word "forfeit," insert the follow-
ing words: 
if it is alleged and proven that the officers 
23 
of the State chargeq_y.rij;:Q._thS'_duty -Of prosecut-ing 
-'-+1-~~~~----crtmtna!Iy sucn--offense under the laws of the State 
- have ~ailed, neglected, or refused to proceed with 
due diligence to apprehend and prosecute the par-
ticipents in the mob or riotous assemblage. 
On page 5, in line 3, strike out the word "should" 
and insert in place thereof the word "shall." 
The bill, with the amendments reported by the 
committee; will read as follows: 
:t=====--~------1~~--~l~'-l'-'-'l'<::>-:<:J.s~3u-:J::-e -~o- persons ·wi-tY.fin the- juris-
diction of every State the equal protection. 





Be it.enacted by the senate and House of Rep-
resentatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, That the phrase "mob or rio-
tous assemblage," when used in this act, shall, 
mean an assemblage composed of three or more per-
sons acting in concert for the purpose of de~ 
priving any person of his life without authority 
of law as a punishment for or to prevent the com-
mission of some actual or supposed public offense• 
SECTION 2 •. That if any state or govermnenta.J. 
~-~--- __ sub_di'v:Jsion-~thereof--fe.i-ls 1 neglects • or refuses 
- to provide and maintain protection to the life of 
' any person w1th1n its jurisdictiOn against a mob 
or riotous a~~~~~mblage • such state shall by r~ason 
of suoh failure, negleot, or refusal ~e deem1d to 
.have dE9nied to such person. the equal prot$gt~on 
or tha laws ot the stat~, and to the end that suoh 
protegtion aais guarenttiled to tne ci"t?izens of the 
United state$ by its Oo.tl.mti tu·~ion may be secured 
it is provided: · 
SECTION 3, ':('hat any State or municipal officer 
charged with the duty or who possess~~ the power 
or atithority as suoh officer to proteqt tho life 
of any persoh that may be put to death by ant mob 
or .riotous assemblage, or who has any such pe,rson 
in his charge as a prisoner, who fails, neg:J.,ects, 
or refuses to make all reasonable efforts to pre-
vent such person from being so put to death, or 
any )3tate or municipal officer charged with the 
duty of apprehending or prosecuting any person par-
ticipating in such mob or riotous assemblage who 
fails, neglects, or refuses to make all reasonable 
efforts to perform his duty in apprehending or 
prosecuting to final jud~nent under the laws of 
such State all persons so participating except such, 
24 
· if any, as are or have been held to answer for such _____ _ 
J__,~~--:-'-'-----'--:gart_i_c_i_p_ation-inuany. district court--or the 19'n.ited 
States, as herein provided, shall be guilty of a 
-felony' and upon conviction thereof shall be pun-
ished by imprisonment not exceeding five years or 
~Y a fine of not exceeding $5,000, o~ by ~oth such 
fine and imprisonment. 
Any State or municipal officer, acting as such 
officer under authority of State law, having in 
.. his custody or control a prisoner, who shall con-
spire, combine, or confederate with any person to 
4-~-~--4~~ru€ill-~4s~~~~-:!:_1 __ -~-~3.in ;:h~ Wl thoutu_au thori ty- of n- -- n 
l--c-c----Cc---~--~1-aw-asa-punis:hmerit for some alleged public offense, 
. ; ' 
._·_,_.t' 





··--------·····- . - ... -----------
·or who shall conspire, combine, or confedera ·lie 
with any person to suffer such prisoner to be 
taken or obtained from his custody or control 
for an alleged public offense, shall be guilty of 
a felony, and those who so conspire, combine, or 
confederate With SUCh officer shall likewise be 
guilty of a felony. On conviction the parties 
participating therein shall be punished by im-
prisonment for life or not less than five years. 
SECTION 4. ~rhat the district court of the 
25 
judicial district wherein a per~QP is put to death-----
_____ by.-a .. -mcb-0r-ri-otou-s-·assembhig-e shall nave juris ... 
diction to try and punish, in accordance with the 
laws of the State where the homicide is committed, 
those who participate therein: Provided, Tbat it 
shall be charged in the indictment that by reason 
of the failure, neglect, or refusal ot the officers 
ot the State charged with the duty of proseQuting 
such oftense under the laws of the Dtate to pro~ 
oeed with due diligence to apprehend ~nd prosecute 
such partinipants the State has denied to it~ 
oi·~izens the equal protection of ·the laws. It 
shall not be necessary that the jurisdictional 
allegations herein required shall be proven be~ 
yond a reasonable doubt, and it shall be suffic-
ient if such allegations are sustained by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence. · 
SECTION 5. That any county in which a person 
is put to death by a wob or riotous 2,ssomblage 
shall, if it is alleged and proven that the of-
ficers of the State charged with the duty of' prose· 
outing criminally such offense under the laws of 
the State have failed, neglected, or refused to 
proceed with due diligence to apprehend and prose-
cute the participants in the mob or riotous assem-
blagt5, forfeit $10,000, which sura may be recovered 
by an action therefor in the name QL __ t_he United-
~---,-------S-ta~tes-B-ga-i-nst-~such-countyTor the use of the fam-
~ly, Jf_any, of the person so put to death; if he 
had no family, then to his dependent parents, if' 
any ; otherwise for the use of the United States. 
suchaction shall be brought and prosecuted by 
the district at :~orney of the Un:i. ted States of the 
district in which such county is situated in any 
court of the United States having jurisdiction 
therein. If such forfeiture is riot paid upon re-
of' a judgment therefor s ~~--__;.._..~~_:--~_-------
::_____!~c.=.=-= 






-- ~=--=--~__,--..:::-=-..::... ~ --
·levy of execution upon any property of the county, 
or may compel the levy and collection of a tax 
therefor, or may qtherwise compel payment there-
· of by mandamus or other appropriate process; and 
any officer of such county or other person who dis-
obeys or fails to comply with any lawful order of 
the court in the premises shall be liable to pun-
ishment as for contempt and to any other penalty 
provided by law therefor. 
SECTION 6. rrhat in the event that a11Y person 
~----· _ _g_Q_:_p_u_t_to-det~t-tl:'rshuli-lmve- b-een-trt·H1.s-ported by 
such mob or riotous assemblage :t'rom one county to 
another county during the time intervening be-
tween his capture and putting to death, tfie county 
in whicb he ia seized and the county in wbioh he 
is put to death shall be jointly and severallY 
liable to pay the forfeiture he~ein proviQe~. 
S:C:CTION 7. 1'hat any ~1ct comm.i ttei.l in any State 
or Territory of the lhlited States 1n violation of 
the rit:;l1ts of a citizen or sub,iect of a foreign 
.. country secured to such oi ti zen or subject by tree ty 
between the United states Gnd such foreign q6un-
try, which act constitutes a crime under the laws 
.. of such State or Territory, shall constitute a like 
· crime [igains t the peace end dignity of the United 
States, punishable in like manner as in the courts 
of said State or Territory, and within the period 
limited by the laws of such State or Territory, and 
may be prosecuted in the courts of the United States, 
and upon conviction the sentence executed in like 
manner as sentences upon convictions for crimes 
under the laws of the United States • 
. SECTION 8. 'rhat in construing and applying this 
act the .District of Columbia shall be deemed a coun-
ty, as ~hall also each of the parishes of the State 
of Louisiana. . ..... . 
____ Tha-t-1-f-~m-y-sectlon-or provisioh·a:r···tll.fs act 
-~~_:__.,.~-------:-shall be held by any court to be invalid, the bal-
ance of ~he act shall not for that reason be held 
invalid. 




- -·-· ----~-- ----------=~~--~=~----------------------- .. -------------------------------------------
by common agreement of proponents and opponents on 
July 28, 1922. A filibuster that threatened to block 
all business caused this finale. 
Summary of the Bill 
27 
protection • ( 2) 'Phe petitioner received a pre~~111inary 
hearing to establish the merits of his appeal, If the 
pe~ition was §ustained, he must be protected by the 
United States officers. If his petition was not merited, 
. 
h~ was returned to the custody of the local authorities 
and was assessed the cost of proceedings. {3) Penalties 
for resisting a United States officer were increased. 
(4) AnY stute havj.ng jurtsdiction over and failing to 
protect a person from a mob was deemed to have denied 
him the equal protection of the laws and therefore had 
-------
~4--:---,---~----conun-1-t-t-ed-an-o-f-f-en-se- ag:'lins t- the -untt~ed- States. -(5l-A --~--- -------------
mob was defined as three or more persons. {6) Any mem-
ber of a mob engaged in a lyncl1:lng was guilty of murder 
and was subject to trial in a district court of the 
United States. (7) A county in which a lynching occurred 
-·-- ----. ---- ··-·· --- --- -· - -~ ··-- --
was fined &~10, 000 by the United states; the money went 
28 
to the victim's dependents, if any. If there were no 
dependents, the money went to the United sta·tes. (8) AnY 
county through which a victim was taken from the time 
he was seized until he was killed was subject to the 
~--'--c-~:~bo_y_~_J:>enal t:r_!_ ___ (_9j_Qff_icers guilty of negligence, mis-
,. . . ------- ---- --·- ---------------- --------- ------------------ -- --
.. ',• 
feasance, or malfeasnnoe in connection with a lynching 
were punishable by fine or imprisonment~ (10) Persons 
in symputhy wi ·~h the lynchh1g oould not s®rve on ju.J.•iee; 
trying such cases. 
The Bill wus amended GS follows before being argued 
. in the House: ( 1) Mob was .defined as five persons rather 
than ~hree. (2) Neglect of duty by en officer was clear-
ly defined and was puninhable by five years in prison, a 
.fine of ~j;5, 000, or both. ( 3) Any person who helped to 
.toke a victim from an officer and lynched him was sub-
ject to imprisonment of not lesG than i'i ve yev.rs. ( 4) If 
any part of this act was held to be unconst1tutional1 
he rest of the .§._c_:t_ e.hQ_11Jcl be unaffected gy such a de-
Clsion. 
The senate arnended the Bill one(? more before con-
sidering it: (1) A state wcs deemed to have denied 





------~···. -- ·--~~---~--------~~-----~---- ~- ----------~--" - "•·----····....___ _____________ ~·-~---=--------- --·- ·- -
in connection with the crime, ( 2) Mob wets onco .''ore 
defined as three or more persons. (3) Foreigners were 
especially designated as persons the lynching of whom 
29 
was a crime against the United States. ( Li. \ '"1-1 A T) 1' "'' t·.J.~ i C t -. I .1.,. ~ .... ..- ·- ~) 
of .Colurn.bia and the parishes of Louisi£?.na were con• 
~-~- --· -s~ue:;:r:o;:::::;~::t::-::~~:::·t::~;::.:":::::::~. 
1 it should be noted that the Bill as debuted in all 
chapters of this thesis (except "The Dyer Bill in ' 
the Senate") wns in the foi'ltl recorded :l.n House lje ... 
port 452, The chapter on the Senate proceedings dis-
cusses the Bill as stated in senste Report 837. Sup-
pose then the. t one attempts to di so over why the measure 
wos proposed, 
. ··'! 




THE NEED FOR A lTEDE!L.L ;J·JTI-LYNCIIIHG LAW 
. Proponents of' t;he Dill 
The first quo~d;ion noturHll:r to rouch the reader's 
-- --mfn-cf might-wellbe :----;~vh[, ·~ vl't)i:e --~ho--cuncu tions o:f -l:nic-J:i:!.rlt3 
. thrct motj.v,·.tecl t;he introduction of' the Dyer ·Bill <'iUd the· 
' ,. 
hotly contested debc,tes that wore wuged over it? Gen-: 
orally stated, the conditions referred to may be found in 
.,.,. . 
the words of Congrt~ssmnn Dyer; ''Lynohine; is a crime wide-
spread throughout the coun·t;ry, which; in many $tates, the 
. state nuthorities hr,..ve o.lmost wholly foiled to prevent or 
punish. ,,1 
Just hOW Widespre<:Hl 1 then, is lynching? ftJU the last 
thirty yeors from 1889-1918, 3,224 people were lynched, of 
whom .2, 522 were Hegroes, and of these 50 were women. Tb.e 
North had 219, the West 156, Alaska und unknown localities 
15; and the south 2, 834 .• "2 iunongst the southern states 
lynchings. 
From 1913 to 1918, the period of five years just pre-
ceding 'the introduction of the Dyer Bill, there were 21 
persons; l:x;:nched in the North <md West and 304 in the south. 
:;:;\ , ... ' ~ · .. l 
1 
2 
u. s. Congress, 66th, 2nd sess., H. Rept. 1027 





In 1919, the year that the Dyer Bill was being conceived, 
seventy-seven Negroes, four whites, and two Mexicans were 
lynched. Mob outbreaks against Negroes and clashes bBtween 
the races were reported from twenty-six cities. In Wash-
.t----- ____ ingt_on...:s_ix___W__e_r_ELkill_ed. ____ In_Clll.G<igQ ,_ w_h~.r·§l _____ th_~ __ r~Q"l;_s __ ].a_sJ~<l ___ _ 
six days, thirty-e:Le;h t werG lcilled. At Omaha th.e mob tried · 
to hang the Mayor, who hnd attempted to prevent the lynching 
of a Negro, They ulso burned thG new county oo"rt house. 
S1~ were killed at Norfolk, Virginiu, and a reception to 
homewcoming Negro troops h8d to be suspended. In Phillips 
County, Arkansas, five whites were killed and some twenty-
five to fifty Negroes. AJ:uong the latter was a successful 
dentist, who owned a three story building, and a prominent 
Oklahoma physician. 3 In 1921 fifty .. two people were lynched. 4 . 
One qan bBtter understand the conditions of the day 
by reading the following letter written by a Negro: 
We have a membership of more than 502 who live in 
the Mexia oil fields; who own large tracts of land, 
~-;-j-"-~-~-,.----_,.._.""'·~"'-"' _'"-'. e~~u~r,.,_r~-""'-_...._ ... ...._,eg_ v~Jtil1_9~L wells and gas wells,_ and 
the. white people have promised to'-ruri us- out-and- ··---
3 
4 
treiit. U.s Tike those Negroes in rrulsa, Oklahoma. We 
want to know, cah we get the church to handle our 
property for us? Can we grant the church the power 
·of an attorney to act for us in time of such great 
danger? These are awful days for we poor helpless 
Negroes in the South. The other day a member of my 
race was burned in Coledge, Texas, about ten miles 
from me--burned by unmasked men, children, and women--
Ibid., page 2. 
u. s. Congress, 67th, 1st sass., House Report 452, 
(Oct. 31, 1921) pages 3 and 4. 
eyes. This act was done in the day; so if we 
are mobbed and run gut, we want someone to see 
after our property. 
Many of the lynchings mentioned were not mere hang-
ings but were marked by brutality and degeneracy. 
Of many atrocious cases revealed by Governor 
Dorsey of Georgia concerning his own state's 
harsh treatment of Negroes tbis is one of the 
32 
i_· c---~---"""1""\_.,...lf'•_ooh ___ T_"'o"\ __ ~"-' .t:'!!l._ '!11'1"'\"""',:t,..._A~ .f..l-tb f'11""'t.'fTO"'r"'rll""\~ ff+'ho 
-~ . ;h~;iff ~f this n~;~~t;·-~-ith- t;~ ''~tb~~ -;~~v ~~-;~- -,- --- - ----------l in an automobile on the road to the county 
1 seat. TJ:ley were drinking. The sheriff asked 
a Negro in the road to get him a drink of water, 
The Negro answered that he w13,s not at his ow.n 
nome, b~t that he ~upposed there would be no 
objection to getting him a flrir;ik of water, The 
sheriff left the car and st~uck the Negro twice 
with a pistol~ ~he man brought the water. The 
sheriff made him get in the oar, carried him 
300 yards, and made him leave the ~ar and took bim 
into the woods, where he beat him over tbe head 
with a pistol and stick. The bleeding Negro 
wa~ forced into the car again and made to lie 
down. He was carried 10 miles, the sheriff 
kicking him in the body and head. One eye was 
virtually knocked out. There the sheriff made 
him g~t out. He was beaten again on his naked 
body. The sheriff stopped to cut another stick 
when one of his conpanions advised the Negro to 
run if he wished to live, This he did, hiding 
in the woods until later a passer-by carried 
him into town. The sheriff was indicted for 
assault with intent to murder. The latter was 
acquitted. 
_The Negro beaten has the reputation of being 
a peaceable, law-abiding, hard-workirig man. He 
was threatene~ with death if he testified against 
the sheriff." 
Most of the lynchings in question have shown a 
definite discrimination against the Negro. The reader has 
5 
6 
or.1 the s 
Congressional Record, 6?th Cong., 2nd sess., (Jan. 4, 
1922), page ?92. 
con;ressional Record) 6?th Cong., 2nd sess., (Jan. 4, 
192 ), page 1016. 
-------------------·-
presented. 'rhis discrimination was as bad or worse after 
the World War than before. Immediately prior to the Dyer 
Bill were a series of atrocities cownitted against the 
Negro soldiers who were returning from the front. 
,-:------ -r-n-a-vast-.ara-j-ortty--of-the--ca:ses; -ry-n-cl'iffi.g -seems- to 
have been induced by local prejudice against the 
race, color, nationality, or religion of the person 
lynched. It is a chief cause of unrest amoncst the 
Negroes ••• 
''In August o:f' l\H7 thertl} took pl~ce a riot ;t.n. 
Houston, Texas, growing out of friction between the 
city police and Negro ioldiers of the 24th infantry. 
Of the soldiers court~martialled 18 were execute4, 51 
sentenced to life imprisonment, and four to brief 
terms of imprisonment. This greatly shocked tne 
colored people and emphasized their feeling th~t Neg~ 
roes were punished more severely ~han whites."? 
Yet the Negroes had served admirably in the War and 
it was largely the recognition of this fact coupled with 
the manner in which Negroes were treated that aroused the 
indignation of the proponents of An~i-Lynching legislation. 
No finer tribute has been paid the Negro soldier 
than by Col. J.A. Moss who said in 1918: "Under-
standing the Negro as a soldier, I consider my· 
self fortunate in having been assigned to the com-
--'-----~-mand-of-a-c-o-Iore-d-r-eginrent-;--- 0 f- my -twerrty.;;;tliree· 
~ears experience as an officer, I have spent eighteen 
with colored troops, having commanded Negro troops 
in the Cuban campaign and in the Philippine cam-
paign, so that what I say about the Negro soldier--
my faith, my confidence in him--is based on long 
experience with him in garrison and the field; in 
peace and in war. I do not hesitate to make the 
assertio~ that if pro)erly trained and instructed, 
the Negro will make as good a soldier as the world 
_____ .h"""a....,s....__e"'-'IL.er_s_e_en_.___Tfie_p:;,"oper training .. and .... instruction-----------
of the Negro soldier is a simple problem--it merely 
? 
consists in treating him like a nan, in a fair and 
u.s. Congress, 66th, .. Znd sess., iiouse Report 10,2? 
(May 22, 1920) page 1, 
-~-=--=-----~--------
square way, and in developing the valuable military 
assets he naturally posesses in the form of a 
34 
happy disposition, pride in the uniform, traot~bility 
and.faithfulness"---I am a native Louisianian~ 
Distinguished service crosses w<~re awarded by the 
commanding general of the .1~merican Expeditionary 
forces for extraordinary heroism in action in France 
to the following named colored officers and enlisted 
mel!_: ___ _ 
e.G. Young, H.W. Wilson, .I.M. Payne, R.A, Brown, 
c. Merriman, Corporal Van Horton, L. Watkins, G. Bell, 
A. Hammond, B. Lewis, C. Crawford, G. Gross, S.H, Johns, 
C.R. Van Allen. · 
Colored soldiers fought with special di~tinction 
in France in the E'orest of Argonne at Chateau-'rhierry 
in Belleau Wood, St. Mihiel Dist., Chav~agne sector, 
lVtetz, Vosges, ~md so for·bh, winning praise from French 
and American Commanders. Colored troops were nearest 
the Rhine when the ermistice was signed. Entire reg-
iments of color~d troops cited for exceptional valor 
end decorated with the French Croix de Guerre.: 369, 
371, 37?, 395, ~66, 368, 370, 3777-first battalion. 
The Charlotte (N.C.) News says: It is the 
marvel of the south, as it ought to be the admiration 
of the whole United States, the. t when the colored 
man in the hard stages of the war, through which we 
are beginning to pass, is being put to the test~ he 
is measuring up to the full valuation of a citizen 
and·a patriot" • 
• • • Charleston News and Courier• '"The Negroes 
have met the first test admirable."9 
It is of little wonder then that the public was a-
roused by___l_Jr:n~chine;s to~ so great an extent that the .Anti-
~~~------===~=-~ 
· Lyrtching13Il1 was proposed, for the Negro discriminated 
against was more often than once a war hero. 
Not only were the Negroes discriminated against un-
fa'irlY; but foreigners also suffered at the hsnds of lyn-
a~-- --.Congressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd 
1922), page l033. 
sess. , (Jan. 10, 
Congressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., (Jan. 4, 
Hl22), page '794. 
.,. -···-·---·------ ---------
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chers. Let the ·reader consider a chart presented by the 
author of the Anti-Lynching Bill: 
Indemnities Paid by the United States for Mob Violence 
Paid to Year Am.ount 
!-"--'----~-~_.:__ _______ _ll'ren..,..c._....e,__ ____ _ 1831 . - __ 285.000.00 _________ _ 





















_'7_,9_2-, 4-. 9,...,9,_.-3-91 0 
Diplomatic intercourse was actually broken off be~ 
tween Italy and the United states over the matter of an 
.indemnity for the lynching of Italian citizens at New 
Orleans in 1891. A typical case is found in the fol-
lowing letter of an Italian consul: 
. 10 
- the-noya:l-co.nsu.ra:t_e_ of TtaTy ___ - --- -- ---- -
-atNew Orleans to the Hoyal Embassy of Italy at Wash--
ington, D.c. 
New Orleans, Sep't. 18, 1899 
"I deem it my duty to report to your Excellency 
the following: Giuseppe Delfino (or Defina) the 
Italian who escaped from Milliken's Bend when the lyn-
chi took lace at Tallulah thro fear le he 
orme --cons e--tha-t----
he desired to return to Milliken's Bend in order to 
settle up his affairs, and asked that the authorities 
u.s. Congress, 66th, 2nd sess., House Report 1027, 




would guarantee his personal safety. I, consequently, 
addressed the governor of the state; Governor Foster 
wrote to the sheriff at Tallulah, and handed me the 
·sheriff's reply, a copy of which I have the honor 
.i~' herewith to disclose. I likewise sent a copy to De-
.'!.1~:·~~ti'na,. as appears from a let·ter from him, which I 
~·· have the honor to submit to your Excellency, begging 
that it may be returned to me, In this letter Defina 
points out that his life is not sufficiently guaranteed 
1 
by a piece of paper,
1
!nd states he deserves the right 
1 to claim indemnity." 
1 '"•' 
~--- __________ ____:_ _ __:_ ______________ .-:.··. __ .. _ --------·-------· -------------------------------- ____ .. - __ .. ___ & _____ ----------- _____ ' ____ _ ) · · one a.Lso I'ln<lS that Germans war€} J.ynenect l,n J.~.u.::1 as a 
I . 
1 result of war S€lntiment.l2 Mexico insulted A.m~rican of-
1 
fi oials and three. tened boycott of lJ •. s:. goods as a result 
of tbe lynchings perpetrated upon her citizens in the 
United States,l3 
Of all the lynchings just described it beoomes a 
pertinent question as to how many of the lynchers were 
apprehended and punished, "Only about 8/10 of 1% of 
the lynchings in the United States since 1900 have been 
followed by conviction of the lynchers"~ 14 Lynchers 
were punished in only two of the oases in 1918 and 1919, 




Editors, "Lynching: An American Kultur", New Republic, 
Vo~_,.; XIV, page 311 (April 13, 1918). 
Editors, "A Mexican Boycott", Independent, Vol. LXIXipllll 
(Nov. l?, HHO). 
---------------- - ------- ---------








The only convic·tions noted were those of fifteen men 
sentenced to from fourteen months to six years for 
attempting to break into the jail at Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina for the purpose of lynohing Russel 
High, a Negro; and the fining of twelve men wbo 
pleaded guilty in court to the lynching of ]'rank 
Foukal, a white man, at Bay Minette, Alabama~ The 
men pleaded guilty gy agreement and the fines ranged 
from $100 to $300~lo 
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- :_'-----~- --~- ____ F_!'~fi! the appalling record just pres en ted 1 t ~s easy 
to understand why the proponents of'- the :Dyer--B-fll. thought----
th~re was a need for that particular pieoe of legislation 
at that particular time. May the writer end this part of 
the chapter with th,e following quotation: 
15 
16 
So long as lynchings are tolerated all the te~chings 
from all the pulpits of all the ohurohes are rank 
hypocrisy. The colored 111an shared equally the bur .. 
dens ~nd responsibilities of citizenship in the World 
War just won, and he should be guarunteed in practioe16 as well as in print the equel protection of the laws~ 
u.s. Congress, 66th, 2nd sass~, House Report 1027, 







Opponents of the Bill 
The Southern Congressmen lost little time in find-
ing fault with the figures presented by the opposition. 
For exampl_e, Rer>_resentJ;l'tiv_e _Sumners -of'--'Dexas remarked:;---- ---
l received the other day a statement from. the TUskegee 
Institute. '!'he gentlenan who has just taken his seat 
quoted practic~lly all of his stati~tics and gave 
practically all his information tram that qource. 
Under the date of Dec, (51, HJ21, they sent out 
broadcasts, with release for publio~tion dQted Jan. 1, 
"The Lynch He cord f'or 1~21", frorn w.h:i.ch l quote, 
"There were 63 parsons lynched in 1e21. Of those 62 
were in the south and one in the North 1 rt ! do not 
know how I happened to clip this out, but the Wash-
ington Post of July 16, 1921 carried a statement 
under these headlines, which I quote: "Three Negroes 
hanged by a mob in Duluth; 5000 seize prisoners at 
police headquarters; troops ordered out. .A,ttack on 
young white girl rouses crowds' fury". 'rhese Negroes 
were connected with a circus grounds and ravished her. 
This Duluth, Iv1inneso ta mob hung them all to a tele-
phone pole in the midclle of the city. Three at once 
in one place. And yet we are told that only one per· 
son was lynchei
7
in the entire North during all of 
the year 1921. 
\ 
1 Here one finds the proponents of the Bill accused of 
~----;~,_----:---f_al s-1-~-i-c a-t.i-Gn--1-B-their f-igures :,- ---
-c+ 
: \ 
A different at~ack was made upon the question of 
the need for the Dyer Bill by Rep. Byrnes of South 
Carolina. He demonstrated tha·c lynching had steadily de-
creased from 188<2 to 1918 in tii.·,:ating that if things were 
left to themselveR_-"'.JI"UChlng woc,ld -disappear of its -own------~~~ 
17 Congressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., (Jan. 4, 
















accord. Mr. Byrnes' analysis is submitted; 








It was contended 
a11. 19 
Congressman 

























that there was in existence ~ federal statute (u.s. 
··statute 5508) under which lynching was already defined 
sufficiently. He contended that if this statute was 
not enforced the Dyer Bill would likewise be unenforced. 
u.s. St-atute 5508 reads: 
{ If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, 
--,-f---1-'-. ~ ___ __,_,;....,.~,_,~.,_..~,_,:._,!e~f ~~-J~ .. ;~~~;~~;~a~~~r~~~;~~~-u~~i;~~e~-~~=e=~-
--1-------- -~~r~~c!~s~ 16rbhi~h~a;~~:t;~u!:~~c~~e~a~~e 0~~~~ ~;s·' 
if two or more persons go in disguise on the high-
way, or on the pr~mises of another, with intent to 
prevent or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of 
18 Con ressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
· 1 Dec. 19, 1921 ·page 544. 
~---'---..J..1 9-"Th-e--reaa.er wriT· undbubteaTY lio tree; hovTever, 325 
I lynchings for a four year period (1914-1918) was 







any right or privilege so secured, they shall be 
fined not moTe than :~~5, 000 and imprisoned not more 
than ten years, and shall, raoreover, be thereafter 
ineligible to any office or place of hQBor, profit, 
or trust created by the United States~~ 
It can be seen that while the arguments of the 
opposition were not as lengthy as those of the Dyer 
!~-'--~~···-~---~~---- -~ - ---- - ----- --- --- - -- ---- - -- - -- --- --
·:::_, 
group on the deplorable conditions of the statUI quo, 
the opposing arguments sttll merit cons.idera"Q1e atten .. 
· ... b 
tion in that they present a direct clash on the first 
basic issue of.the debates. 
The writer is forced to conclude, however, that 
most of ·the .figures pres en ted by the proponents of tl1e 
measure were ihcontrovertible on,the part of the oppo-
sition as there was very, very, little said by the 
la·t ter on this point tlnoughou t the debe. tes. As the 
reader will see later, most of their contentions were 
based on other issues. 21 
20 Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
(Dec. l7, 1921) page 464. 
40 
~--'--~~-~""'--~---~-·~-.... -·....-'!"1-,...-., 1-+i-on+s-c-ounter~stati-stics~-- -Evtdent'ly-such·----~---~-­
statistics were not aveJ.lnble--emphasizing still 
nore the one-sidedness of the case on this issue. 
----------····-·'--~---------·-·····-··-···-· .. - .. 
CHAPTER IV 
OTHER SIGNI]'ICiuifT Im3UES 
THE EFFICU;NCY o:E' S'E.A'I'E LAW ENFORCEM:i.i~NT 
::~--+------~-- --~-------·----------Pxoptlnents-of-tlle-~i-l-1··-- ---
It is appropriate at this time to ~nquir~ whether 
the states had any laws that definitely defined lyn-
ching, and, -if so, hbw ~trictly were thase laws en~ 
forced. Of course the appalling stutiqtics ~lready 
presented do some·wha·t imply the inefficiency qt' sta;te 
enforcement. However, it is necessary to consider the 
matter of enforcement more specifically at this point 
in the argument. 
Naturally, the proponents of the Dyer Bill con-
tended that the sthtes were inefficient. Well, what 
laws did the states have against lynching? Here are 
some of the many that prevuiled to a greater or less 
degree in scattered form throughout the southern states. 
There have been laws (1) making lynching and mob vio-
lence statutory crimes (2) fining the counties and, or 
ci ·ties where lynching took place ( 3) removing peace 
officers who did not perforn their duty in lynch cases 
(4) punishing those who refused to aid an officer in 
protecting his prisoner from lynchers (5) punishing 
41 
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violaters of safety zones established by officers 
(6) punishing officers who failed to prosecute lyn-
:. . 
chers (?) p~nishing those who refused to testify in 
a lynching investigation (8) punishing those who pub-
lished a printed picture portraying a lynching (9) pun-
42 
.. 1-~- _____ :Ls_h_i_ng_'kllc::l_eLY{tl_o_f_ai_l_~d- to __ Q§.ll_o, -~ p~o1 a_l_ 't_e_l:'m Qf' _ooy:rt_!_ 
I When classified generally., laws :to Pl'eVent· ;Lynching .ha'\1'~ 
fallen into four types, (l) use of m1l1taJ;"y f'g:rce to 
guard a threatened person (2) changing the yenue of his 
trial (3) calling a special term of oaurt io t:ry him 
(4) and removing the prisoner to the prison of another 
1 
county. 
The state of south Carolina had an excellent anti-
lynching law, notwithstanding which, one hundred seventeen 
Negroes and three white men·were lynched in that state 
. . 2 
in the thirty years from 1899-1918. We see, therefore, 
that the laws were numerous in type and in this one in-
stance excellent, and yet poor enforcement resulted in 
~-"--~-'-'-.'l---c---__,..,_,""-"'-'""'-"'-'"-"'-~-""""'---'".,..,_,.""'"----""'·-'"-'""'-"--e...,.§_1:ih~- _s_"jj[;!.1;~ __ f:i.1.!_t_l:lor i _tj._~l! had al-_____________________________ _ 
-mOst v1hbllY failed to prevent or punish. "The news-
papers of New Orleans and Jackson advertised in large 




red type one lynching that was to take plac~". 3 Yet 
nothing was done to prevent it. 'rh~ governor of Miss-
issippi said he was· powerless to prevent one certain J.ynching. 
seven out of the ten states that had statutory def-
initions of lynching or mob violence had had lynchings 
since the respective enaotments.
4 
Qov@rnor Ry~ of 
Tennessee in one oaae involving a lyn,c;shing opeJ:llY oon ... 
fessed his impotence, 
I deplore this murder (that of Jim Mcilheron of 
Estill Springs). I could not antioipatu that 
local officers, whose duty it is to take custody 
of prisoners, would fail to accord p~otection nor 
could any action on my part be taken without being 
requested so to do5by the local police authorities or court officers. 
It is enlighten.ing to take cognizance of a slight ... 
ly different phase of the present issue also, The fed-
eral government got nowhere through the state as an 
agent in the fevv cases where the federal governraen t had 
+----'-'----------'-~-t_s_t_a_t_e __ c_o __ o __ .. __ e_r ___ ,_·J __ t_· igg __ ~() ~ QEJ:'~ll~Il.9-___ ~l1~--~;y!J._()hE:l£ § _of __________________________________ _ 
foreigners; secretary of state, John Hay, brought this 
out very clearly. Ue describe~ a case in which the 
governor of Louisiana, at Hay's request, tried to bring 
lynchers to justice.. The Fede~cal Government carefully 
------------~3----~--
Ibid. 
4 J. H. Chadbourn, Lynching ar.d the Law, (1933) page 29. 
5 u. s. Congress, . 6th, f~nd f:, .:,SS • , House Rept. 102? 
(May ?.2, 1920) p ge 1?. 
investigated; then three local grand juries success~ 
ively investigated with what result? No one was 
brought to justice. 6 
~--·~~--~-~~------
6 u. s. Congress. Senate. ~essage from the Pres. 
of the u.s. traLsmitting a Report from the Secy. 
of State relating to the L~:rnching of two Italian 
subjects at Tallulah, La.,_~~lf 20f 1899, 56th 
Gong., 2nd sess., s. Doc. ~25 1~0 ) 2 pp. 
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Opponents of the Bill 
'fhe only direct answer of any consequence mD.de 
throughout the debates to the oppof:lition on this issue 
--- ---w~a-s~--m8.-d-e---b~:r~R-~-pr e-s-e-n-t-ci-t-i--v-e--'r!-1-1-ma-n--vrh-o--pF~-t es-t ed -l-oud--
ly agE:l.inst rnaldng lyncrting a nutional i.ssue. He felt 
that since the New Englund mtates had obliterated 
wi tc.h-burning wi tnou:t Federal interference, -~he South 
coUld do likewise with the lynching problem. 7 His 
plea may be expres::?ed in the modern vernacular e.s, 
''Give us time". 8 r,rhe writer is sorry that more in-
formation cannot be recorded here on the part of the 
opponents of the Dyer Bill, but one cannot present 
anymore than they pres en ted. Lest ·the reader begin 
to wonder whether or not this is a one sided series . 
of debates, let the writer warn hirn·to the contrary. 
The opponents of the Bill simply based their attack 
7 
8 
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e-cut:;·ton-of-wi-t-ches--long before the--south- even ---- ---------
thought seriously about stopping lynching. 
------- ·--
~EQPALITY OR INEQ.UALI'lTY 
-Proponents of the Bill 
Representative Dyer and his colleagues voiced 
~--- -----a-s-o.ne-of'--·their--pr-1-nc 1-pa-1-.arguments -the-basi c_~A_;mer- _ 
ican ideal, nEqual t'fUs tioe Under LaW'', ln Chapter I 1 
it has been demonf..)trated how carefully ·they buLl. t their 
case on this issue, one will recall that they atressed 
the point of discrimination against the Negro in the 
light of his fine service during the World War. It 
~hould not be necessary, therefore, to ~epeat that ev-
idence. Suffice it to recall that this fl,:rgulilent has 
already been expressed on the part of the proponents 
of the Bill, One should also stress, however, that the 
· proponents of the measure did use the thirteenth, four-
teenth and fifteenth amendments to illustrate the im-
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portance of equality of justice. An exact quotation of 
t:nefourt·e-errthamendment- can leave---no doubt. in anyone's ~--
mind on this point: 
section I. All persons born or naturalized in the 
United states and subject to the jurisdiction there-
of are citizens of. ·the United States and of the state 
wherein they reside. No state shall make or enforce 
any law which shall abridge the privilege or immun-
ities of citizens of the United States nor shall 
t-~-----'----··----'--an.y__:s_ a_ 6:-__ eprl_Ye __ an n _ _____ _ :f life, liber--t-y'r--tO~-o~or~p~r't:O~-'----'---~~~~ 
· · perty without due process of law~ -nor deiiY tcY an:y-In~-r·=---
~· son wi thi~ its jurisdiction t.he equal protection of 
the laws. -





·- -···-- -----~ 
Opponents of the Bill 
Practically the entire answer of the opposition 
can be found in this concept: "If the Negro keeps 
his place, he is well treated; he deserves no social 
equalityn. 10 one of the opponents of the Bill went 
so fa;r as to blame the North io-1~-the -lyilonJ.ngs--b~~- -- -
cause the North preached too much eq_\to.li ty, 'l'he reader 
cannot fully appreciate Repr~sentat1ve Buohanap•t 
viewpoint without analyzing a direct statement made 
by the Texan during the debates, 
The Negro problem is the peculiar problem of the 
South. It would long ego he:ve been solv·ed in the 
best interests of both ruces but for the political 
partisan spirit of the Republican machine and the 
so~called white uplift organizations of the North 
and East who send their disturbing emissaries in~ 
to the southern ste.tes and in secret meetings of 
the Negro race preach the damnable doctrine of 
social equality which excites the criminal sen-
sualities of the criminal element of the Negro 
race and directly incites the crime of rape upon 
white women. Lynching follows as swift as light-
ning, and ali the stututes of State and Nation can-
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To demonstrate even more clearly the souther·n · 
point of view--and ess~ritially.the attitude of most of 
the opponents of the Dyer Bill (for most of them were 
Southerners), listen to this. From Representative Till-
man came these sagacious utterances, "Where the Anglo-
Saxon plants hi.s foot, he becomes a conqueror".-·-"A 
12 
race of tip-t~kers cannot become e. race of rulers",. 
Sumners of Texas went still further;:- : 
That day never will come~·there is no necessity for 
anybody mistaking it--that day never will come when 
the black man and, the whit® man will tJtand upQn a 
plane of social equali·cy itl this country, and that 
day never will oome in a11y section of the Ul;~i ted 
States when you wil1 put a black man in office. above 
the white man--~ 
I do not know why and you do not know either, 
but there is nobody up ·there in Yankeed,om or down 
in my country that can obliterate those lines of 
racial distinction, God Almighty drew them in the 
councils of His infinite wisdom, and put the in-
stinct of racial preservation there to protect them, 
You ask me what we •:Jill do to p,fotect it. We will 
do whatever is necessary, that is alJ., Men who do 
not live in the presence of the danger do not hear 
the ~all (applause)u Nature does not waste her 
energies~- When men respond to that call, they res-
pond to a law that ~s higher than self preservation. 
l--__:_----~=,._,..._....___,._.~_,_.___..,_.,, ........ -.,o--tle-preservation ot-the race,- -
When men answer to ·,;hat call ycu cannot reason with 
them. -- That law knov:s no reaso:_. You cannot appeal 
to'their sense of jLitice. It knows no sense of 
justice. lt is a blind, unyie~ding, uncompromising, 
all-sacriftcing purpose of the dominant race to 
control the si tua ticn. When tl.at call comes every 
man who is not a racial degenerate has to answer 
it. (Aprlause).13 
12 -------Geng-re~E-l--ona-1-He-curd , 67th -Cor:&:;; , - 2hd -ses s. , 
(Jan. It, 1922) pai~ 1014. 
13 CongresEiona1 Heco:r:'!_, 67-ch CoL-?;., 2nd sess., 
(Jan. 4. 1922) puge 7~9. 
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And finally one finds Hepresentative Buchanan of 
Texas intimating that the Anti-Lynching Bill is an 
affront to God ilimself. 
And no sagacious attempt will try ~o efface the 
lines of demarcation or ·to tear down the stun,.. 
~ards set by the hand of God to indicate and 
maintain this limitation of racial integrity. 
The most cursory glance can see that natural law 
is beyond the repeal of any human powar. No one 
~-~~----~---r"HHo:---R'\l'R"l"-inAn-A-H1·--R--"irH+-r.-tl re- ?:i nd -an-eag;te -± n -clo ~ e - ·-· 
companionship or in the rr1utual e:x;changes of' a 
common feeding ground. 'l1he hoot:i.ng owl has n~ver 
blended 1ts sep~lchral call with the mount-eong 
of the nightingale. r:Phe leopards' spots stil:l. 
bask in the depths of the jungle, and the skin 
ot the ~tbiopian is unchanged within the ages 
of man.· The lion and the lamb have not yet 
realized the millen1.al pr(Jspec tus. ~rrum why ~llould 
anyone indulge tho hope, rnttuch less the a ttemp·t to 
countermand or controvurt the eternal decrees by 
an effort to obliterat0 the racial distinction 
fixed by.oreation, or contradict by any human"la!4 the fixed antagonism established by God Himself. 
The position taken by the average speaker of the 
opposition on the question of equality is unequivocably 
smmnari zed by this final blast from lvlr. Buchanan: 
Coming down, ux. Chairman, to the spiritual merit 
of this Dyer Bill and its kindred and associate 
measures, which constitute the summum malum of the 
J----~~~~~~-EHl-~-:.L-.L-'t:t-ll-tt-l:H·, a-r-d-1-y--l:ludgetof unpatriotic-wi-ckedness -····~~- ---·--------- --- -· .. --·--·---·-· 
leve_led so unscrupulously at the heurt of the 
Nation, the astounding f.:.ct is that such a prac-
~ically i~gossible proposition can even have a day 
1n court. 
The author will leave to the judgment of' the reader 
the "merits., of the case just pres en ted. 
:~~~~~-1-4---eon ress-1-=-onal-Hecord,- 67th· Cong• , 2nd-sass. i ·-· - -
Dec. 17, 1921 p~·lge 4~~;. 
15 Ibid., page 467. 
Cll.APTER V 
CONG'l'I '2lJTIONAl,I'PY 
Proponents of the Bill 
by the space accorded it in the debates, was the main 
issue of the entire con trov<0rsy. ~rhe wr1 ter refers 
to the constitutionality of the propooed legislation. 
Here the Dyer group prepared en elaborate case, and 
the opposition, an e~ually elaborate answer. 
The primary ground upon which constitutionality 
was bused centered .i1 the 14tll umendment. Although 
previously cited it behooves one to repeat its rel-
evant provisions at ~his tiTie: 
Section I 
All persons born or· .. >tturc;_~i:/>.~rl in the United 
Stutes r:.nd ~m1J,-c::c~ tc t:J<::) >:;;::action t11ere-
of a1·e citi::>,ens of t';e Un .. i;ec\ Stc:,tef3 and of 
tlle 0to. ~e \ :1 .. :.-J~t '.L 1 _,' -· .. ~(r_; ... 1 ... ~'.:_, ~ :·;o E;tete s11t:Lll 
+------'---------rr-H--;i -. e--· _o_r_o_n---=-c-n·,-c--E:·----cn y ::'C\1---=~~:~ ~Ei;1--sE&IT ___ abrTdg-e--Hl e 
privileges or ::mJ_unj ~ies <·- ci.tizons of the 
United ~3ta tes, wr s ~all. ' 1y state deprt ve any 
person of life: libe 'cy o:t· 1Y;'onerty wi trwut 
due process of law, . or d·~ 1y ·Go any person 
within its Juri sdi c l on i; l equal pro tee tion 
of the laws. 
Sectior. 5 
The Congress sl all llcve P' ~~;_ to enforce by 
_. ~revisions of this 
1 conr'res:: ional Heco~ :l, 66 l.h Cor;~., 3rd sess ·, 
0 ') • -- (' "l ) --· ·- J ;' I l"o ( J an • c_, _ , l ,J ,;, p a ' .. •.)"_ · , . 
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'rhe first u. tt·;o~~: of the Dyeri teu u:oon the problem 
was that the equol proteotion or Llle lavnJ .Lilicht be 
denied just IJE3 muc;1 b;/ stute inuctJon a~3 by state uction. 
rhis 8.I'!pUnent doclores, i.r.1 effect, tln\l; the state ''acts'', 
within the J:lei;Jl.linc:~ of' tlJ':3 lt1 ttl ,,:rnendnent, whenever "it.s 
-~--'--~~~--~--of'-f-j~G!-G~t>-s ,-wc:i.--~h-t+lo-e:i-:ten_t_8fii5I'ova-ror the whole people, 
refuse to its citizens tLr,:J protection which th~ Const1.-
tution and lmvs r;:i.ve thom'1 • This :i.s thQ argument of 
Moo,rf:Lelcl E3 Loroy, ,~>i1r:J o :·' -•' r" ere; toe t _ oons ti tutional 
q bUthorities of the dHy.~ 
Ass~ste.nt Attoi' 1ey-Genorul Goff' doc18red tll.ut 
'7. equivalent to requiri.ng the state to provide it".'J 
He cited the case of l~x~ell vs Do\1 (176 U. s., 581) 
where Jus (Jj_ ce Harlan de] i vered one of his fm"ous dis-
senting opinions---''.dut rio·:;::; ~~lis st;,, te not violate 
and render T:.Le( nj_ngless t:le prov'i~:;ions of the amend-
ment by neglecting to leg~slate, r0fusinc to enforce 
2 
3 
Congressional RecQE9:_, :.'7th Cone;,, 2nd sess., 
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to drift into a condition of utter helplessness and 
indiffer·ence 't. 4 
Attorney-General Daugherty affirms even more 
strongly that inaction is denial of the equal pro-
------ -t e c-=t-ien--o f-t he-la ws_when_h e _say_§_,_ 
· 'l'o my mind there can be rw daub t that nega ti vi ty 
on the part of' the s ta to HE: y be, <1 Eo V/<';1.1 cs any 
act of a positive nature by such state, p denial 
of the ectual protection o:r tbe L1ws und. tihus be 
within the prohibition of tlle 14th amendment so 
as to give Congress power to aot with r~ference 
to it. That such was :\.tl t.lie r;tind of the court 
when pronouncing the deoluions ubove oited ls 
clearly shown by the following excerpt :(';rom the 
opinion of the court speu king through !·,~:t·. J·us t ice 
Bradley in the Civil Rights Cases---: 
"In other words, it (14th aQendment) steps 
into the domain of locul jurisprudence and l<?.YS 
down rules for the conduct of individuals in so-
ciety toward each other, and imposes sanctions 
for the enforcement of those rules, without re-
ferring in any manner to any s~pposed action of 
the ste.te or its authorl.ttes.'';:) 
Concerning the q_uestion of the 11th amendment 
and whether or not tlle action or in~:;c t ion of e. state 
can bepenalizedby the Fede:r·aJ Govermnentui:ider it 
the final stutement of Attorney-Generbl Daugherty 
is presented. 
My examination of the proposed legislation cuuses 
4 ·-- ·1\ep-orf u. s. Cone;ress) 67th, lst sessQ, House 45z-· 
(Oct. 31, Hl21 page 13. 
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me to believe that all of its provisions are 
predicated upon some act:lon--ej. ther nege.ti ve 
or positive--upon the pe:,.rt of tl1e states and 
that therefore the same is wholly within the 
competency of congress to enact.D 
The next phase of the 14th amendment to be dis-
cussed may be stated. us f'611.6Ws: If Eri·ther- the in~ 
action or the action of a state fails to provide the 
eq_u~;:~.l protection of' tlH~ 1omJ, muy the Federal Govern ... 
ment provide thet protection? s~ys Just1ce storey, 
"Ih my judgtp.en t inaction by the s k: tes mukos uc tion 
by the United States impGX'~:~·~ive'·· 7 
It might appear here trw t if, according to the 
Dyer group, Congress already h~d the power (as shown 
by the citing of storey) to enforce the Constitution 
when the states failed--then to propose a bill of the 
Dyer type would be merely to duplicate existing law. 
However, this wc.s not the case. ~rhe Dyer Bill was a 
specific application of u general constitutional prin-
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cip~e and was tllereToi'e--consYd-er;.id necessary. ·-·-------·---
The author n:ust say at tltis juncture that the Bill's 
proponents had only one cHse thGc reully came richt out 
and said specifically whut they contended, DGmely, th~t 
? Co~g., 2nd sess., 
Congresa could supply equal protection when the 
stu tes fu1led to do so. Consider t;x pax·te Vir-
ginia (100 u. s. 33<.;) which reads: nwhere a Stute 
by its laws or by the nets of its officials does not 
Congress has the right to puss legislHtion giving to 
such citizens the proteotlon guarenteed by the 14th a-
mendment".8 AlthoUgh the ouse just g:l,ven v1as the only 
case right on the point, other cases thut indirectly 
came to the same oonulusion shall be presented tn the 
next phase of the 14-,;h umendrnent upon which the basis 
for constitutionality hinged. 
The phase in hand nJ.uy olso be stated in the' form 
of a_ question. If Ccngr~~ss can enforce the eq_ual pro-
tee tion of the lcj ws vYhen t~1e sth tes fat 1 to do so, can 
Congress also punish the instrumeni;ali ties of the stete 
to whom the above lack of -3nf'oreencnt may be attributed? 
~.:__----0-:t-GGU-P-s-e-t-he-JJyer-group-s.s.la; "Yesjl Congress can 
punish these delinquent instrumentalities." 'ro argue 
otherwise they claim£d was most ubsurd. "In nearly 
all cases of lynching, the persc~ put to death is 
taken by e'mob from 1ne sh?riff~ marshal, or other 
8 Congressional Reccrd, 67th c~~g., 2nd sess., 
(Dec. 19, 1921) pc:;:;e 5S:?. 
------
B5 
police officer of the state, whose failure to defend 
and protect him denies to him the equal protection 
of the laws".£! Thus if the officers cannot be pun ... 
ished by the F'ederal Gove:r•nment then the l~'edel·al 
-Government is impotent to enforce its own laws. 
In the case of Virginia vs. Rives the Supreme· 
Court declared that Congress, by virtue of th~ 5th 
section of the 14th amendment~ may entorce th~ pro-
hibitions whenever they are disregarded by either 
the legislative, the executive, or the judicial de-
partment of the stbte. The mode of enforcement is 
left to its discretion. 
In the case of Strauder vs. West Virginia (100 
u. s. 303, 306, 310) the Supre~e Court specifically 
declared: "A state acts by its legislative, its 
executive, or:its judicial authorities, It can act 
in no other way. rae constitutional provision there-
fore must mean that no t:t,~ency Jf the state, or of 
the officers or agents bJ whor.i its powers are exerted, 
shall deny to any person withi~ its jurisdiction the 
equal protection of' the ~-aws. 1" 
Again the cas~ of £(parte Virginia (100 u. s. 
U. S. Congress, .36th, ·:;nd sr -;s. ~ House Report 102? 
(May ~2, 1920) pgge 2 
---
-----
Whoever by virtue of public position under a 
state government, deprives another of property, 
life, or liberty, withoqt due process of law, 
or denies or takes awu.y tlte eq_ual protection 
of the lawB, violates the constitutional in~ 
hibition.l 
Justice Field in a dissenting opinion des-
----crioedtheexTstericeof- e. new lfne of decisions 
t4at give Congress the power to interfere in the 
state governments to safegunrd Consti tu tj.onal rie:h ts. 
Field said that this new line of cases allowed the 
Federal Government the power to subject a judicial 
offioer of a state to pun:i.shment f'or the manner in 
which he discharged his duties under her laws.ll 
The case of Ex Perte Clark is also relevant. 
Here the court held: 
rrhe principal question is whether Congress had 
constitutional power to enact a law -for punish" 
ing a State officer of election for the vio-
lation of his duty under a state statute in ref-
erence to an election of u Representative to. 
Congress. Our opinion is that Congregs had con-




May the writer conclude with the following excerpt 
from Attorney-General Daugherty: 
10 
12 
U. s. Congress, 66th, ~3nd sess. , House Report 1027 
(May 22, 1921) page 3. 
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(Jan. lO, 1922) page 1027. 
While the question whether the United States 
·may penalize an instrumentality of a political 
subdivision of a state may cause some doubt, 
it is at least an open one so far as decisions 
·of the supreme Court are concerned.l3 
A second primary basis tor the argument of con-
~-- .-s-t-i-t-u-\;-!-e-ne.-1--i-t-y -lna.y---be----:fou:nd----:l-11--- -kr t-i-c-1 e-- r- 1----s e c-t torr -a-, 
of the Oons ti tu tion which gives Congress the pr;mer 
to suppress insurrections. our courts hqve con~trued 
·insurrections to include mob a and riotous essemblages. 
Under the two provisions quoted there can be little 
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doubt concerning the power of Congress to define and 
punish the crime of lynching, according to the Oyer group. 
A third basis for constitutionality was the 
duty of protecting foreigners. "In Missouri vs. Hol-
land (252 u. s. 416) the court has upheld the power 
of Congress to enact laws necessary and appropri~te 
to the effectuating of treaties." surely treaties 
include the protection of national from other coun-
14 1--c-'------v"-'--.L~os-. H~er-e-Represen~tativ-e Dyer- shif'-ted -his tacti~cs ---
and instead of producing only cases to prove the 
constitutionality of his measure, he had to argue 
that his Bill ought to be declared constitutional 
if it ever appeared before the Court. P~rhaps he 
ced~nt of Federal admissions to f~reign nations of 
13 
14 
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the National Government's impotence to punish 
lynchers in the states. Dyer declared that nothing 
is more absurd and self-degrading than for a govern-
ment to admit that it doesn't have the power to en-
The 
I 
Constitution of the Unit~d States defin:ltely pro-
vides that no person shall be deprived of l~fe.~ liber-
ty-, or property without due process of law. Yet the 
Federal Govern;ment has on rnany occasions admitted to 
F~ance, spain, China, Italy, and Groat ~ritain that 
it could not enforce the above constitutional pro-
visions if the statea refused to do so, 
'I'he United States Government has paid ~~792,499.39 
to other governments as indenmi ties fo:t• the lynching 
68 
of the latter's citizens. There were at the time Dyer 
spoke, unadjusted claims involving' lynched Australians, 
Greeks, Japanese, and Iteliuns. In every letter con-
to Dyer, a reply that affirmed the impotence of the 
Federal o-overnmen t, cn.d blamed the states in which the 
crime occurred. 
On the basis o::~ such misce.rr~~age of justice and 
action leaves on th~: foreign powers, the Dyer group 
felt tha·:-; certainly the Anti-1-nc·r.:~.ng Bill ought to 
------------
r 
be declared constitutional if ever brought before 
the court in a test case. 
Concerning the first seven sections of the Bill, 
it wus "4he opinion of Colonel Goff, Assistant Attor-
nay-General, that -:-these- were uriquestfom\'bly consti-
tutional because they were in effect but elaborations 
of ~Xi§ting 1aw. 
Other authorities were ~1oted by the Dyer group 
in favor of the consti ·tu·ctonali ty of the Bill. .Among 
these were ex-Attorney-General Moody and· the majority 
of the Cornrui ttee on the Judicicu~y 1 the lawyers com-
mittee of the House, 15 
The. conclusion to all this discussion of con-
sti tutionali ty may well be supp:.ied by Mr. Little who 
remarked that any new proposition introduced in Con-
gress was always followed by several constitutional 
lawyers claimin~; its unconsti tu·:::;ionali ty. However, 
he re:mir1ded Congress tliaf ~to- a:& je only thirty•five --
out of the thousands of new Congressional Bills had 
16 been so declared. Besides, & : He presentative Ansorge 
brough·t out, if the ·)yer fJilr" j_,:; unconstitutional 
------~Geng-::c-ess-iona _ e'-HYJ:'U, _ 07 th~--·~o.nn~g;-.-.--,,-__ -i::2fr.nl:€ldt;------Esi-Eel-fsh!:s,_,.'1,.------------~--­
(Jan. 10, 1922) .1age :1016. 
16 Congr;ssional Re~ord, 67th 
. (Jan. 10, 1922) )age 1025. 
'ong. , 2nd sess., 
-:if,_ 
-~ 
-·- --·---- -·-,-~- ----· ~-··-··-- '-
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there is sufficient emergency to warrant amending the 
Constitution. Nevertheless, there is no reason for 
attempting the latter unless the Supreme Court ren-
dered a decision of unconstitutionalit~ for ~mendment 
is most certainly a slow and tedious process. 17 
------------- -------------
1? yongressional Eecord, 6?tt Cong., 2nd sess., 
• 19, 1921) page 54?. 
~ -------
-- ·-- -··---- -- -- -··~----=--~::=:=------==-=- -~--
Opnonents of the Bill 
Again, one must consider constitutionality on the 
basis of the 14th amendment und states rights. How-
ever, this time one should look at the other side. 
and cases. Once more it is appropriate to anAlYze 
the 14th amendment from the stHndpoint of whether 
action and inaction ara both denial of the equal pro-
tection of the laws within the meaning of the amen~-
ment, 
Judge Bradley in the Civil Hights Case which 
came up under an enactn:ent of yongress providing all 
persons within the United Sta·tes shall have equal 
privileges in hotels, public conveyances, places of 
public amusement, regardless of race or color or pre .. 
vious conditions of servitude snid in holding that 
statute unconstitutione.l. ttrt [the legislative power] 
61 
does not au thori z..e..._c_ongress -to- CI'bo teu-a -code ·of mu;;;.. 
----·--···- ... -~- ·--------------- ------
------- -- nicipallaw f6r the regulation of' privute rights, 
but to provide the modes of redress against the oper-
ation of state lawstt. 18 
18 Hecord., 6'7th 
'[' 
~ -----·······----- ·---. 
The last sentence refers to positive state action 
only. 
James G. Blaine in his book, Twenty Years in 
Congress made plain what Congress meant when it en-
acted the 14th amendment. r.rhe latter "curtails the 
power of the states to shelter the~wrongdoer~or to 
---- H~ 
authorize crime by statute'•. This statement once 
more demonstrates the principle tnat a state's posi ... 
tive action by statutemust seek to deprive persons 
of equal protection of the law before tbe 14;th amend-
ment is violated. Again it is implied that negative 
~ction of a state's officer in failing to protect a 
person from unequal protection is not a violation of 
the 14th amendment. 
Again the case of Pembina Mining Company vs. 
Pennsylvania (125 u. s. Reports, page 181} states 
that: 
'rhe inhibition of the amendment that no state 
shall deprive any person withi!lltsjurisdiction 
O..f_the-equa-1-protectto-:n 6f the laws was designed 
~~~_c__----:-:----topreyentany person or class of persons from 
~ bjfng singled out as a special subje95 for dis-
criminatory and hostile legislation~ . 
Here again one sees the idea expressed of dis-
crimination through a positive legislative act. Mr. 
~~-----l~~--c~g;e~~;i~~al Record, 6'7th Cong., 2nd sess., 











Justice Field in the case of Barbier vs. Connolly 
(113 u. s. Reports, page 27) reiterated the same 
principle. Representative Collins added a devastating 
blo~ to Representative Dyer's case. Collins disclosed 
that Congress really knew at the time of adoption 
that the 14th amendment applied only to state action 
because Congress voted down an anendment that would 
enable the Federal Q-overnrrtent to act os the Dye;r Bill 
provides. 1\.g<:l in in the United sto. tes VS. Harris 
(106 West) Justice Wood, in rendering the opinion of 
the court said: 
Itt the 14th amendment, is a guarantee against the 
acts of the state gover:nment itself.; it is a guar-
antee against the exercise of arbitrary and un-
constitutional power on the part of the govern-
ment and legislation of the State, not a guarantee 
against the commission of individual offenses; ·and 
the power of Congress, whether expressed or im-
plied, to legislate for the enforcement of such a 
guarantee does not extend to the passage of laws 
for the suppressing of crime within the States. 
The enforcement of the guarantee does not require 
or authorize Congress to perform the duty that 
guarantee itself ~ypposes it to be the duty of the 
state to perform. 
------- ----- -· -·--"' --------- -
once again the writer approaches the second phase 
of the 14th amendment by asldng this question. If 
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the equal protection of the laws, may the Federal 
Government supply that protection? The answer of 
the anti-Dyerites was, No% 
The Civil Rights Cases (109 u. s. 3) demonstrate 
quite clearly that the Federal Government oann©t in~ 
64 
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_' --~~ _______ te~Y_ene_if'-the states- fail--to provid-e eq,uaJ: prot-ection 
of the laws. "It is absurd to affirm ........ tha t b{ilpause 
the denial by a state to any person of the equal pro-
tection. of the laws is prohibited by the amendment (14th), 
therefore, Congress may establish laws for their equal 
protection."22 Viscount Bryce understood the principle 
of non-interference with state police power to be as 
stated above, He very clearly defines it in the follow-
ing excerpt: 
What then, the European reader may ask, is the 
National government without the power and the 
duty of correcting the social and political evils 
which it may find to exist in a particular state 
and which a vast majority of the Na~ion may con-
demn? suppose widespread brigandage to exist in 
one of the states, endangering life and propeJ:'tY•_ _ __ 
--'-----c--__:_ ____ su.p.pose-(}en-trac-ts-to --be habi-tually brolfen -arid no 
redress_to be obtainable in the State Courts. 
·supp-ose the police to be in league with the 
assassins. Suppose the most mischievous laws to 
be enacted, laws, for instance, which recognize 
polygamy, leave homicide unpunished, drive away 
capital by imposing on it an intolerable load of 
taxation. Is the Na·tion obliged to stand by with 
folded aims while it sees a meritorious minor-
-----
--zz-c~~reSsional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
(Jan. 12, 1922) page 1135. 
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ity oppressed, the prosperity of the state 
ruined, a pernicious example set ·t;o other 
states? Is it to be debarred from using its 
supreme authority to rectify these mischiefs? 
'rhe answer is, Yes---The State must go its 
way with whatever injury to private rights 
and common,-;~nterests its folly or perversity 
may cause. ~J;) 
In the case of Keller vs. United States (213 
U. s. 138). the Sl,\preml3 _O_ou-rt hel_d_ that the 
~-~ ----~Jfede-r~1-1Go-:-vernm-en~b -h.{is no police power {olnd that 
the police power is reserved to the states, 
which alone could ~unish a person keeping a 
.house of ill-fame in. e State, even when the 
female inmates are aliens and in this country 
less than thre.e years. The court approved a ... 
gain of Judge Co6ley's statement that the power 
to establj_sh the ordinary pollee regulations 
[i.e., suppressing orime and violence], has 
been left with the individual states and can-
not be assumed by· the National r..overnment. 24 
In the case of Newberry vs. the United States 
(May 2, 1921) the Supreme court suid Congress could 
not.regulate primary elections in the state for 
United States Senator. The court emphasized that 
since the state has inherent police power, it may 
suppress whatever evils occur in connection with 
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Particularly important here is, of course, the 
allusion to police power. In (92 u. s. 555) it was 
held that "the ptovision of the 14th amcindment for-
bidding any state to deny any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protectton of the· laws gave 
25 Congress no greater powers". 
~-------~ -- -~ 
In the Slaughter~ 
house Case just three yeers after the 14th am~.n.dm~nt 
w&s passed the court said it was convinced that the 
amendment did not intend that Congress could in-
terfere with sta·te police power. l'iir. Parrish of 
Textis introduced an article by the Honorable s. c~ 
Padelford of Texas, an authority on the Constitution, 
to the effect that the power to penalize a stute is 
the power to destroy it. 
Representative BuchanLn of Texas darkly pictured 
the possible effect upon the states if the Federal 
Government could enforce the United States Consti-
tution in any state thnt seemed unwilling to enforce 




~~-- --~~----·'-~~ ~~ ~ - ·-----~·-- - --
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26 
Congress would have the constitutional author-
ity to declare that if any st0te or govern-
mental subdivision thereof fails~ neglects, or 
Cohgressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sass., 
(Jan~ 12, 1922) page 1137. 
refuses to provide and maintain protection 
to the life, property, or the pursuit and 
acquisition of happiness of any person with-
in its jurisdiction against the unlawful· and 
criminal acts of any person or band of per-
sons contrary to the laws of such stat~, then 
stich state, by reason of such failure, ne-
glect, or refusal to provide this lawful pro-
tedtion, shall be deemed to have denied. to the 
injured persons aforesaid the equal protection 
-1\----'-__c-'- -·~·-~----c-of ___ the __ laws--of'. -said- ntate, or said state shall 
· be deemed to have deprived such injured persons 
of "life, liberty, or property without due 
process of law", and to the end that such pro-
tection as is guaranteed to the citizens of the 
Vnited states by its constitution ruay be ee-
cured as it provided, then Congres~ would ~ave 
~s much right and constitutional warrant to 
provide an entire penal code for all offenses 
connhi tted by any and all citizens of. every state 
in the Union against the penal law of a state 
and the enacted penal code of Congress, and thtis 
usurp all the reserved powers of the state over 
the.ir strictly internal affairs, destroying our 
system of government and reducing the states to 
a condition of vassalage or provinces, the same 
status they occupied prior to the Revolutionary 
War, when they were dependent colonies of Eng-
land. · 
It is useless for me to state that a ~evo­
lution would follow if Congre~s thus followed 
the principles contained in thi~ bill to their 
logical conclusion •. 'Eh~s, ~entlernen, is not a 
mere picture of my 1mag1nat1on. 27 
-~~~----:-~--:-J.tiS-t-i-ce-&-ti'-Gng- in the- case- of-Vi-r gin ia v s • --- · ·· 
Rives ·rroo u~ s. 313) said, nThese provisions of 
the 14th amendment have reference to sta·te action 
exclusively, and not to any action of private in-
di vidua1s. n28 Here, ·again, the idea is definitely 
27 
28 
co~gressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
(Dec. 17, 1921) page 466. 
Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
(Dec. 19, 1921) page 553. 
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expressed that the state must act positively to 
deprive a. person of the equal protection of the 
laws. 
A ~pecial attack was made upon the case of 
Ex Parte Virginia inasmuch as it was the chief case 
.~-~ _____ _'llPO!!_!fh:~~!"t _ _"t_!l~_D_Xer_ g_r_oup rel.ied to prove that 
Congress could interfere when state po;J.ice power 
failed to provide equal protection of the laws, 
Mr. Mcswain maintained in the debates that: 
The one case (Ex parte Virginia) relied on 'by 
the proponents of the Bill, when properly under• 
stood is not out of harmony with the great cur ... 
rent of decisions. 'rhe case was decided upon 
the. mere averments of an indictment which ab" 
leged that J. D. Coles as county judge was 
legally charged with the duty of selecting grand 
ahd petit jurors and that he excluded from the 
jury list certain citizens ;;ossessing all qual• 
ifications as jurors prescribed by law and such 
exclusion was because of the race, color, or 
previous condition of servitude of the persons 
so excluded. Here it was admitted, for the 
argument, that the state's officers excluded all 
of a certain class, to wit, all Negroes, from 
the jury lists upon the sole ground that they 
were Negroes. such action was olass discrim ... 
t-----c':'---------'---="-in=a=:t=i-=co=n'-.-----==A=l::.=-l Negroes were. purposely_ excluded 
because of rac-e-an:d·c-cilor; and iiot-anoccasional 
Negro excluded for real or fanciful reasons of 
personal unfitness. such consistent exclusion 
of Negroes amounted to a rule of action; the 
result was that the law of Virginia denied to 
Negroes the right of sittingon juries, and such 
class discrimination was manifest denial of the 
. equal prote~tion of the law. 
So to make direct application of the true 
68 
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. . doetri ne of the case if it could f!airly be~. c.har.g"'"'e_....d __ __;__'--;--__:__ ____ _ 
'--c--~----'------_-~--.-:--th-e:rin--a:ny--state -all Negro prisoners -charged . · 
\Vi th murder, arson or rspe are lynched then 
the cese might be authority for certain leg-
islation. But, in fact, persons both black 
and white are lynched in Hll parts of the 
country; but wherever done the lynch~ng is 
not against a class or race or sect.29 
.And now it is necessary to present a de-
tni1ed acco~_n._t_Qf_j;h_e_c_rtse caroming olose!'lt to the 
present Dill, for here the opponents of the Bill 
really ~entered their attGok on constitutionality 
as it involved the 14th amendment nnd stcl~es' rj.fhts. 
The reader will please follnw every deteil very 
carefully ·the:!; he may come to e. jnst conclusion on 
the issue at stake. 
---the C<Jse 1vl1ieh pcr1·1., _-,n co'tes the nearest to 
the question now under consideration is that of 
United States vs. HErrin (106 U. s., page 629) 
decided October, 1882. 
In that case Harris and others were in-
dicted under section 5519, Revised Statutes, 
(1) for conspiring to deprive certain persons 
of the equal protection of the loVls of the united 
States and of the state of Tennessee by beating, 
bruising, and so forth, those persons while uner 
arrest and in the custody of a deputy sheriff of 
~~----c----'-----'-"'C=r,__,o"--'c"""l"'"ce"'-·~t~t_CLQlln~t.y:.. ____ (_z)~ The de.fendents by demuP.rer-
pUt squarely in issue the constitutionality of 
-sectf0ri55l9, Revised statutes, wllich :reads as 
follows: Section 5519. "If two or more persons 
in any state or territory conspire, or go in dis-
guise on the highway or on the premises of another, 
for the purpose of depriving either directly or 
29 1.!21&· , page 551. 
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indirectly, any person or class of persons of 
theequal protection of the laws, or of equal 
privileges and immunities under the laws; or 
70 
for the purpose of preventing or hindering the 
constituted authorities of any state or terri-
tory from giving or securing to all persons with-
in such state or territory the equal protection 
of the laws; each of such persons shall be pun-
ished by a fine---·" 
The judges of the circuit court were divided 
in opinion and the question of constitutio~~lity 
~. ~--.--~--~---we:~-r-~ferr-ea~-po-tne S'lfpreme· COU.rt~ -- ---
Th€3 supreme court h~ld the ~1eotion unoon~ti .. 
tutional, deoiding·-
(1} That the statute could be passed; if at 
all, onlY under the 14th amendment. 
(2) That the 14th amendment contains a guar-
antee of protection against the acts of 
'the state government itself and adopting 
and quoting the language of the court in 
United States vs, Cruikshank (g2 u. s., 
542) as follows: nrrhe 14th amendment 
prohibits a state from denying to any per-
son within its jurisdiction the equal pro-
tection of the laws, ---'rhat duty was 
originally assumed by the states, and it · 
still remains there. The only obligation 
resting upon the United States is to see 
that the states do not deny the right, 
This the amendment guarantees but no more, 
The power of the national government is 
limited to 'the enforcement of this guar-
antee." 
The language of the amendr:ten t does not leave this 
subject in doubt. 1Nhen the state has been guilty 
of no violation of its provision; when it has not 
made or enforced any law_ abridgi_gg _t_l}~ _p:rtvlJ~ges 
or irnmuni ties of~ c':Ct1 zens of the United St?- tes; 
- -wherr-noone-of its departments has deprived any 
one jurisdiction of the equal protection of the 
laws; when on the contrary the laws of the states 
as enacted by the legislative and construed by its 
judicial and administered by its executive depart-
ments recognize and protect the rights of all per-
sons, the amendment imposes no duty and confers no 
power upon Congress. 
----~--------~ 
-----
Section 5519 is not limited to take effect 
only in case the state shall abridge the priv~ 
eleges or immunities of citizens of the United 
States or deprive any person of life, liberty, 
or property without due process of law, or deny 
to any person the equal protection of the laws. 
It appli os, no ma tt;er lww well the state may have 
performed its duty. 
Under it private persons are liable to pun-
ishment. for conspiring to deprive anyone of the 
equal protection of' the lrJws eno.cted by the state. 
As therefore tht~ section of the lil.w, und,e:r _ 
--'-- -----"---- --oo-rrsid-erati-'-c511-is- dTrected exclusively- og1iinst the 
· action of private persons without reference to 
the laws of the ~tate or their admini$tration by 
her officers, we are clour in the opinion that it 
is not warranted by any olnuse in the l4th am~nd­
ment to the Constitution.30 
'rhe third phase of the 14th cJ.mendment discussed 
by the Sill's proponents shall now be analyzed by its 
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opponents. The reference here is to the power of Con-
gress to punish an instrumentality of a state, whether 
it be an offiber or a political subdivision. The first 
case introduced is based upon the point of the phase 
of the 14th amendment just described. 
r.rhe attempt to penalize a county in which lyn-
ching occurs is clearly destructive of our fed~ 
eral·system• ·It has been held from 1;}le gJ:'eai; 
J----:-~------'--AL>?i~-l-,.;;-;--;;;;~-;y;n~"'""(i'11. rougli vs. Mafylancl ( 4 Vlheat., 
"· - · ··· 316) dec-ided 181~, that neither State or Fed-
30 
. eral Government can impose nny duty or obli-
gation upon each other because the power to 
burden ~r control involves the power to destroy. 
Now the county is the creature and agency of · 
the state and it is immune from suit or lia-
bility, just as the state except as the 
state by statute has made county liable 
.a bl 
congressional Record, 66th Cong., 3rd sess., 
(J;n. 21, 1921) page 1840. 
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can impose a penalty upon a county, then it 
could also penalize ~ state. If it could 
make a county liable for a $10,000 penalty, 
it could impose a $10,000,000 penalty upon 
a state. •rhus a s ·tate could be3iestroyed and all her agencies paralyzed. 
Note the fbllowing decisions by the Stipreme 
?2 
court: 
If a state officer hands a prisoner to a mob, 
he violates a state law and his act is not the 
act of the state, but is contrary to the state's 
laws~ He is subject to penalty only by the 
state. Barney vs. State -of New York (193 u.s., 
. 430) • 
In the case of United States vs. Thompson et aL 
decided. Jan. 3, l'tl22, the court held that tiie-
Uni.ted states Government was not liable for the. 
torts of an agent. By th~ same reasoning neither 
can the acts .of ~ 9law breaker be regarded as the ·.acts of a state •. .., 
In the Burney case, (193 U. s.) · the Supreme Court 
held.that the act of a subordinate officer done 
· in violation of the law was not the act of the ~ 
state within the meaning of the 14th amendment. 03 
Mr. Caraway in his minority report on the Dyer 
Bill added to the preceding points by declaring that 
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ages it could do likewise to a state. His logic 
is that a county is but a subdivision of a state, 
a quasi-corporation ta aid the state government, 
a mere instrumentality of the state. Therefore, 
to force the county is to force the state to pay 
an indemnity. Careway asserts that the letter is 
-------
~·~· -~.-----:-:- --- ~~- ----
unconstitutional; henoe, i:he former must b{:). 34 
'l'he reader will recall tht:J.t in th~ preceding 
section of this chapter we oonf3idered the lyno:t+ing o;f' 
foreigners and its effect on the constitutionality of 
the Bill. The only mention madG of this element was 
th~ preseritation of evidence to prove it would favor-
ably affect constitutionality. Here the opponents of 
the Bill made an admission Unfavorable to one phase 
of their case in order to support another. They dis-
closed th~t Chief Justice Taft stated a Federal law 
against lynching aliens would be constitutional, but 
that a similar law against lynching our own citizens 
would be unconstitutional on the _&:r_o1.l_l1.d ~gat_i t was 
------- -- entirely a state matter. 
A final barrage of blows was dealt the con~ti-
?3 
34 U~ s. Congr~ss, 66th, 2nd sess., House Report 102?, 
Part 2 {May 29, 1920) page 2. 
tutionalitY of the Bill by the very able Mr. Hersey 
of Maine. The blows were aimed at some of the fore-
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most authorities quoted by the proponents of the 
measure. Mr. Hersey began by reaffirming his .staunch-
ness as a Republican, but concluded: 
~------ _______ No_ man who ha§__§WQ_I'Jl to support_ the Constitution 
. . can conscientiously -vote for what-he- understands 
to be an unconstitutiona~~measure, however ex-
pedient he may think it• 0 -
Mr. Her$ey th,en began his attack. ]~irst to feel 1 ts 
effects were Mr. Dyer and Mr. Volstead, tlle two :nost 
ardent proponents of constitutionality. Said Mr. 
Hersey, 
When the code to enforce the 18th amendment was 
before the Supreme Court, my chairman, Mr. Vol-
stead, was for the law and its constitutionality, 
because, as he claimed, he was backed by the 18th 
amendment. 
On the other side then was my friend from 
. Missouri (Mr. Dyer), author of this Bill, who was 
opposed to the national prohibitory law on the 
ground that it was not constitutional and that 
Congress had no right to enact it. Now, when this 
Bill comes before the supreme Court, there is a 
t----'------------'~on_d_e_r_t_ul_change. ___ O_n_tllE:l_rl~y __ tlla_t_ ___ tb.f:) _ _Qon~t:i."ttl.t:i.9n-~~~ 
is to be crucified by the anti-lynching Bill, Pi--- _________ .. _________ ..... -.... -.1-ate·--·ana···-rter·oa --b-ecOlne fri6ilds. The geritleman rro~ 
36 
Missouri and the gen tler11an from Minnesota are now 
claiming that this law, this anti-lynching Bill, 
is constitutional ~~thout any constitutional a-
mendment whatever. -
2nd sess., 
Ibid., page 1023. 
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Here Mr. Hersey paused to interject adroitly the 
argument that: When opponents used the 18th amend-
?6 
men t as a contention ror the Dyer Bill's constitution-
ality, the argument reacted against them; for it 
showed that a statute could not enforce national 
prohibition cons·u tutionally. Therefore, an amend-
ment was necessary. Whereupon, Mr. Bersey returned 
to the attaok upon authorities. The target this time 
was the Attorney ... Genere.l und his aides. Said the e;entle .. 
man from Maine, 
In the course of his testimony as set forth in 
the hearings, it seemed to me that the Attorney~ 
General's office considered itself duty bound 
to support and recommend this bill as a party ·. 
measure and advise its passage, because it was 
claimed by its author that it was so pledged by 
the Republican platform and recommended to Con-
gress by the president. 
In other words, the Assistant Attorney-
General argued his case for the proponents of' 
the blll with all the skill and ingenuity of a 
paid attorney representing a certain client's 
interests. Every decision and ~uthority cited 
was so arranged, colored, and quoted as to make 
out a prima facie case for the bill and to ad-
vise the committee in substance that even if 
tt·s-cunsti-:tutionaitty·-was in doubt it ou-ght 
. to -be- put" up to the Supreme Court. ~7 
The last of the proponent's authorities to re-
ceive a serious "black ball" was the Honorable Moor-
3'7 
- - -----------------
field Storey who, lVIr. Hersey .revealed, was really 
the attorney for the National Association for the 
76 
Advancement of Colored People, and who, therefore, 
would naturally prejudice the case of constitutio~­
ality in the direction of the Dyerites, 
In conclusion of the argumeri:~ as presented by 
the opposi tlon on the issue i.n-polnt; -Mr~ Mcswain··-
summari zed the sentiments of his colleagues w11en he 
remarked: 
38 
It we violate the constitution and thereby vi-
olate our .oe.ths in order to punish citizens 
for lynching eaoh other, then we become a mob 
determi~~d to 1ynch the eupreme law of the land 
itself. 
congressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 




PRACTICALITY OF THE DY'iR BILL 
Proponents of the Bill 
practical the Dyer Bill wo~ld be, it pa~sed, was 
one of the vital issues of the day. No matter 
' . . 
how fin~ or noble a purpose any legislation m6y' 
have, the "common sense'' American wants to know 
whether or not it is likely to worl~ before he gives 
•a plan his endorsement. This was possibly even 
more true in Hl20 than 1 t is in the present "Ham 
and Egg~n (California old age pension) era. 
Attorney-General Daugherty was of the opinion 
that sections 12 _and 13 of the Bill, which provided 
for the punishment of officials who failed in their 
duty to apprehend lynchers, really struck at the 
7? 
~-c--~~-----chea-P-t--ei'-tl'le-ev--tl.l. · - -- · 
-. ,_ ---- ~ 
The Tyler Times of Texas editorialized to the 
effect that the $10,000 penalty really put teeth in 
the BilL The Spartanburg, south Carolina, Herald 
1 u. s. Congress, 67th, 1st 





was of a similar opinion. Mr. DYer made his point 
on the practicality of it when he remarked that pro-
visions of this type were common in state legislation. 
He thought that the penalty would make every county 
ci ti~en try to prevent lynching--if only the ]'ederal 
---;-~--~•G_Q__y_e__xonment had- jurisdiction rather tnan t:l:le state". 
A table appeared some ye~rs after tbe Dyer Bill 
had been fully debated that tended to be~r out Mr. 
Dyer•s claims. ur.rhe table shows that eaQh county 
which has been fined has had no more lyno~ings, and 
that the average number of lynchings per year in the 
state has declined sharply after the infliction of 
each penalty."~ The figures presented a~e from North 
carolina where a ~?tate law similar to the federal 
law proposed by Dyer had been in effect for some time. 
In this iSolated example of a state that really tried 
to enforce a measure similar to the Dyer Bill, re-
sul~s were satisfactory. 
--·~···---~--T ••---~----- -·-···-----;-·-~-~~~ --•~----·~-'-----
2 congressional Record, 6?th Gong •• 2nd sess., 
(Jan. io, 1922) page 1018. 
3 J. H. Chadbourn, Lynching and the Law (1933) page 51. 




FINING A CITY OR COUNTY STOPS LYNCHING 
No. of Lynchings 
Year of enforce-
ment No. next year 
Year county State county state County 
1<;)13 Clarendon 2 l 4 0 
1<;)18 Barnwell l 1 1 0 
1921 Laui.·ens 5 0 1 0 
Hl-£-4--:-A-1~1--~Hl~-a-l~ 
, 0 0 0 .... 
1<;)26 Lexington 1 0 0 0 
1930 oconee 2 l ? ? 
Average no. of lynchings per year 
Before After 
.... Year Coun·~y State County State County 
1913 Clarendon 3.5 0 1.2 0 
1918 Barnwell 3 .12 l 
1921 Laurens 2.14 .095 l 0 
1924 .· Allendale 2.48 .04 .5 0 
1926 Lexington 2.33 .07 .5 ·o 
--1930 Oconee 2.16 0 ? ? 
It should be stated here, however, that the above type 
of statute seems to have been utilized far more fre• 
~--quent-ly-to-pena-lize counties for damage to person and 
property in what are commonly called riots rather 
than lynchings. 5 The reader will see later the bear-
ing of the distinction between riots and lynching 





}:teanwhile let us surmnarize 'tJ1e Dyer group's 
arguments on practicality an an atternpt to show by 
authority and evidence that the Bill was merely a 
replica of North carolina Law and that North care-
lin~ law had succeeded on this subject.6 
6 At first it might a-pper:r as if the Proponents 
of the Bill were contradicting the claims made 
in a pre~ious chapter that state laws had failed 
to correct lynching. However, the reader must 
remember that North Carolina was the only sue-
in sto ing lynching and the Dyer 
BTrl was-e:--p-ro-p<Js-a-1-tG-ex~ten law t;o t 
entire nation. 
Opponents of the Bill 
The attack of the opposition on this issue of 
practicality was a series of varied arguments. The 
first claim was that the Bill was too general. Repre-
ponents of the measure what would happen it five rob-
oers killed a business man in Washington While bur-
glarizing his store, Would all district policemen 
be sent to prison? Aswell felt that such a re~ult 
·ntight well be possible und®r the bill in question. 7 
One must admit that the practicality of the 
Bill in the light of the above analysis rnigbt be 
q,uestioned. 
A second argument was as follows: When the 
Federal Government did have jurisdiction, it failed 
to use it to good advantage. A better example of 
t.his than any presented by the Congressmen occurred 
--~-.-·-tn-193i.-a-f-ter-the-presen t m~as1.1re had been de:fea ted. 
-------- -
Note the following account: 
? 
By eleven o'clock the mob had regained its mor-
ale. A government truck used for transporting 




the troops, was burned and six guardsmen were 
i.njured by stones hurled at them. Mobbers 
cl.ragged the burning truck from the jatl door. 
A chain fastened to the battered door.was·hitohed 
to a truck and the door was jerked from its hinges.s 
If the Federal Government was this inefficient would 
it be practical to assmne it would be different under 
the proposed legislation? 
attack on the practicality of the measure when h~ 
noted the fact that oases would still be tried by 
the nearest Federal court, which, after s,ll, was 
. usually oo1nposed of local judges who would react 
to Southern sentiment.9 
A fourth contention was that the Bill was im-
.P~actical because it failed to apply to race riots. 
Mr. Aswel1 feared that Northern cities could have 
all _the riots they wished since Mr, Dyer and his 
Bill'were silent on the subject of race riots. 10 
Aswell thought, therefore, that the Bill was par· 
ticularly unfair to the South where only lynchings 
· ~0~-·-.::.c"·~· -an~d··-mrt._..ra:c·e-rtots occurred.11 
8 
10 
A. F, . Raper, rrhe Tragedy of Lynching ( 1930) 
·page 371. 
Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd seas., 
(Dec. 19, 1921) page 554. 
(-Dec. 
11 It should be noted here that Mr. Dyer replied 
that his Bill did include ra~e riots. 
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The next argument ridicules the definition of 
"mobtt as being utterly impractical. This contention 




-~------_---_ This bill provides that if you want to lynch _ ·a Negro, send four men--not five because five 
r-~~~~----~is~a--mob-~l4allghter)~l_2 __ ~--------------------------~------~~---------
It was further asserted that the south Caro-
lina ~nd Ohio laws on lynching had failed and that 
it was impractical, therefore, to bave a federMl 
13 
anti-lynching law. 
Another argument was that the law was irnp;rac--
tical in its effect on small counties. Representative 
Tillman of Arkansas made the point that a levy of 
· $10,000 on a sparsely settled county would mean bank• 
l~uptcy to its taxpayers. 'l'o show tllu t his argument 
was no technicality, he mentioned Vlyoming, Montana, 
and N~vada's counties. Lynchings had occurred in 
those states in connection with the development of the 
------~---· - --'--Wes ~14---------- --
12 Ibid. -
13 However, it can easily be seen that different 
agencies ·would be responsible for a federal than 
for a state law. Also a federal law would be un-
iform throughout the nation. It does not follow 
-r~~--~--~~~~nrr-~~~~e-±a~i~~, a natjonal law will 
14 
. likewise fail. 
Cohgressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 
{Jan. lO, l922) page 1010. 
It was further added that oven if the lynchers 
take the victim through o. county at night without 
a ~3Jngle citizen 1mowing it, tile county lrlUGt res-
pond in G fixed 9en~lty of 010,000. 15 This is a 
prac ti cG.li t;y of tr·yi nc; to t'i ·b the Dyer J3ill to ull 
the possible circumstKnces likely to occur under it. 
rrhe opposition concluded the arguments on the 
practibality of the Bill by suggesting what it con~ 
sidered more fundamental attacks upon the problem of 
lynching. Mr. Watkins of Louisiana proposed that all 
· criminal cases be tried rapidly where lynching was 
threatened or might be a possibility. He asked for 
swift and sure punishment in such cases wl1ile the 
accused received every safeguard during the trial. 
· He argued that a trial and punishment as rapid as 
a military court mar'tial would prevent nost lynchings 
before th~y could occur and would. thus be ~ar more 
practical than any curative measure of the nature of 
the one in QUestion.l6 
-- ----- -"Representative Aswell had vnother suggestion to 
make. He declared that if there must be Federal 
15 Ib~d., page 1011. 
16 2nd sess., 
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control of the problem as the nyerites proclaimed, 
then the best proposition would be a bill providing 
that a woman who has been attacked shbll not hHVe to 
appear in court to tes~ifY publicly, and that on up-
pJthending a r;-lpist the local co1.1rt shGll proceed 
ago.inst him to fino,l judgrr,.ont -vvi thin twenty-four 
i 1? 
hours. 
Mr. Hersey of Maine introduced l'l st~ll differ.,. 
ent proposal which he believed to be the most praa~ 
tical of all. It was suggested to hi~ by. President 
l{ar(ling. He sought t11e cre(:.tion of a commission . 
made of bOth races to study the problem of l:,tnching 
further and then to submit a report on the entire 
subject.l8 The author ::mst say, ho'.vever, that this 
appears to him to be just an at~erupt to sidestep an 
issue upon which enough reseurch for intelligent 
analysis·had alrebdY been made. 
1? congressional Record, 67th cong., 2nd sess., 
1Dec. 19, I92l) page 546. 
18 corigtessional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 
(Jan. 10, 1g2~) page 1019. 




Proponents of the Bill 
Because et' oh s :i.de pres en ted at r~mdorn, various 
qontentions thct ~H;nnot bG o.ooumul0ted unO,er any 
on~ spe~ific heading, the nut~nr ~GS term~d this 
section of thE! discourse "Minoellaneous AJ:'g'lllll':,nts''. 
The fi:rwl:; cf these was the accus& tion on ·~he 
part of Represente. ti ve Goodykoontz that the opposi -uon 
had refused to discuss the reGl issues for fear of 
defeat~ He contended that because they were in a 
hopeless minority, the De::lOCl'<_,J.:;s in tl1e House were 
resorting to a filibuster 1n order to prevent the 
measure from reaching a vote prior to the holidoy 
recess. For three hours when no business wo.s under 
consideration, the Democrats even prevented the Dill 
_:_ __ ~~ __ ---'--from being toJr.en up. The Demo era ts e,lso absented 
' - -~---~------.:...~-----~ --
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--~'themselves -to -prevent s quonm: thtlS stopping all oppor-
tunities for a vote. When roll call was taken there 
were one hundred seventy-four Hepublicuns present 
while the Democrats numbered but seven.
1 
Congressio1rat--Re-cord-,--6'7-th-Gong-.-,-2nd--sess .• ,--~~ 
(Jan. 10, 1922) page 1018. 
- - - - -- --- ·- --- -- - - -
A second contention was that of Representative 
Dyer when he declared that wherever there is a re-
cognized duty, the Federal Government should have 
the power to fulfill that duty. He referred to the 
duty of the United states as a world power to pro-
tect foreigners within its portals and yet the in~ 
ability to do so that was manifested ~n the £i~~t 
9h~pte~ of this discourse. 
Still a third argument stressed the dange:r-ous 
tendency to excuse en unlawful act. rl,his vvas di"" 
rected at the Congressmen who had actually upheld 
lynching as an institution necessary to prevent 
social equality on the part of the Negro. 
Mr. Dyer entertained a fourth argument to the 
effect that his bill simply gave a man the same pro-
tection for his life that was accorded to the pro-
tection of his civil rights. 
And then, of course~one always finds in any sug-
gestion for a new law that a list of famous men and_ ' 
~-----------
_____ organiza·Uons .i.S~' cited as favoring the proposal. 
The Dyer Bill w:as no excep·tion. In its list it in-
cluded the following: 
The Hepublican Party, which received such a 
large majority at the last general election, 
. ·' \.. 
adopted as a part of its platform at Chicago 
the following: "We urge Congress to consider . 
the most effective means to end lynching in 
this country; which continues to be a terrible 
blot on our American civilization''• 
President Harding in his first message to Con-
gress on April 12, said: "Congress ought to 
wipe the stain of barbaric.lynching from the 
banners of a free and orderly representative · 
democracy". 
Ex-President Wilson, on J·uly 26, 1918, iss1,1ed an 
appeal to the Anlerican people to stop lynchings. 
"I, therefore, very earnestly and solenmly.beg 
that the governors of all the states, the law 
officers of every community, and above all, the 
men and women of every community in the United 
States, all who revere. .America·and wish to ~eep 
her name without stain ~r reproach, will oo~ 
operate, .not passively merely, but actively and 
watchfully to make an end of this disgraceful 
evil. I't cannot liv~ where the cornrrmnity does 
not countenance it." 
In May, 1919, representatives from twenty-nine 
states and the District of Columbia met in a 
national confe~ence in New York City and adopted 
and issued the following: ---"they urge upon 
the Congress of the United Sta·tes nation-wide 
investigation of lynching, and mob murder, to 
the end that means may be found to end this 
scourge". This appeal was signed by leading 
citizens from all sections of the country. A-
mong them were: 
,_.~~~----.---·---. ---·--~A._M.~:E'_Lem:i.ng--Foriner President of the 
_ ~ ~ ___ _ ----~ Georgia Bar As'soc ii:t tion~ 
H. W~Bingham--Publisher of Courier Journal 
C. J. Bonaparte--l!'ormer A"ttorney-General of 
the u.s. 
A. T. Stovall--Former President of the 
Mississippi Bar Association 
88 
J. Harmon--Former Attorney-General of the u.s. 
r---~~~--_:_____u_._s. __ on.gre s...S_, ;Q,_j:_e_t;~_§.?J3~,__ Ho~~l-f.';2r------.:-'---~~--~ 






Kirkland--Chancellor of Vanderbilt 
. University. 
Mc1\:enzie--I.)residen t Jfisk University 
Roberts--Governor of Tennessee 
Bailey--Editor of Houston Post 
sutton--Dean of Department of Edu- 3 cation, University of Texas. 
Honorable L. c. Dyer, 
89 
-----'--::----'~--~-.n-, ... _-_-_:::.S::;i~r=-';._· __ Permit me to bring to your at·~ en .. 
t 1 on the fol-lowing res o lu-t_i_o_n~e.u.-o-p-t-ed-b-y-t-he-----'--::-------
39th annual convention of tl'le .t\merican I!1ed· 
eration of Labor expressive of the senti~ 
ments of the organized labor movement of Amer-
ica.:Ln opposition to mob rule and lynching.- .. -"4 
Sam Gompers, 
president 
It was of lynching that President McKinley spoke 
in his annual message of 1899, when after quoting 
Harrison, he said: "I earnestly recommend that the 
subject be taken up anew and acted upon during the 
present session. rrhe neces~i ty for some such pro-
visi6n abundantly appears." 




One of the great embarrassments attending the per-
formance of our international obligations is the 
fact that the statut~s of the United States are 
entirely inadequate. They fail to give the national 
government sufficiently ample power, through the 
Un·i-ted-s-ta-tes courts and by the use of the army 
--and, nav-y., .to protect the aliens in the rights se-
cured to them under solemn treaties. There should 
Congressional Record, 67th Gong, 2nd sess., 
(Jan. 4, 1922) page 789. 
Ibid., page 791. 
u. s. Congress, 66th, 2nd sess., House Report-T02? __ _ 
(May 22, ·1C;)20) page?. 
be no particle of doubt as to the power of 
the national government completely to perform 
and enforce its own obligations to other 
nations. The mob of a single city may at any 
time perform acts of lawless violence against 
some class of foreigners which would plunge us 
into war. That city by itself would be power-
less to make defense against the foreign power 
thus assaulted, and if independent of this 
government it would never venture to perform 
90 
or permit the performance of the acts-complained 
~~---c----"-c---'--'-----'o=-:fa-.-L=-;;:,:;;e;.._:-_=e~n t-ire power and-tlre-wh~o-l.~e~du-ty-to-pro~·-----;-.--~-~------
6 
tect the offending city or the o:t.'fend:i,ng com-
munity lies in the hands of the Unitec:i states 
Government. It is unthinkable that we should 
continue a policy under which a given locality 
may be allowed to oomrni t a crime a.gains t a 
friendly nation, and t;he United states G-overn-
ment limited, not to preventing the commission 
of the crime, but, in the last resort, to de~ 
fending the people who have committed it a. . 6 gainst the conseq_uences of their own wrongdoing. 
The ,American Bar Association in its meeting in 
san Francisco last August resolved that "further 
legislation should be enacted by the Congress to 




Opponents of the Bill 
Representative Buclwnu.n argued that the punish-
ing of a whole county for the unle.wful 8Ct of f:l.ve 
members thereof vws cer·tuinly unfair.s 
rape as a result of the proposed law.s 
He}?reBentr, t i ve 'J.'illlw~m of L.rkans<::s felt thE.J.t 
con~ress was certeinlY wasting its time on the Dyer 
Dill when it shoulQ. have been considerin~~ nore vi tal 
issues. 'stabilizing e:xohtmge by the &ppointmen'\; 
of a com.rnission to cooperc:J te with foreign powers 
was to him n:Jr more necessary and vwrld-wide in 
scope than ws.i ting 'tun til this Hepublice.n congress 
stabilizes the vslue of deed rapists".lO 
ltghtful contrl:lst vrith the uniq_ue argument that 
~~l=y,_ .. nchings would inor·eose for profit. 
8 
10 
congressional necord, 6?th Cong., 2nd sass., 
tDec. l?, 1921} page 466. 
Congressional neoord, 6'7th cong., 2nd sass., 
"(Jalh 4, 1<:322) page ?Sg. 
cong., 2nd sess., 
- -- -· - .--
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Do you not know that under this bill, if it 
passes, lynching bees will become popular, be-
cause they will pay huge dividends? Aunt Ma-
linda will want to cash Rastus in. Alive he is 
a liability; dead he is a fortune, and she and 
five confederates will form a battalion of death, 
and when Rastus visits a hen roost or threatens 
to conuni t or does commit some public offense~ as 
mentioned in Section I, he will be lynched by · 
. five men in :masks in due and ancient form., atriot-
~----~~--~-··~ls following the tenne set out in this threatened 
legis 1 at ion ~ The be rea v ed wi~d-ow-o-f-:-t-he-d~e-pa-r-t-eG.c----~--'----'-~ _______ _ 
can settl-e with the mob on easy terms and have 
enough m£~ey left to attract a better lqoking 
husband. · · 
Mr. Collins of Missisoippi condemned the Bill 
. . 12 
on the grounds that it was really aimed at strikers. 
11 congressional Record, 6?th Cong., 2nd sess., 




POSSIBLE DETRilvlENTAL Eli']'ECTS OF TilE DYER BILL 
At this time there shall be a reversal of the 
procedure of presenting the cc.se for the Bill first. 
11--...:.._'-------JI-n~th-i-s-c.ha_p_t_e_r_Lt_sluill be ·necessary to· present ~~~--~~~--~--~~------
first the esse of those ~pposing the Dyer ~easure 
and last the case of its proponents. ·:rhi~ is an 
essential change ot procedure necessitate4 by the 
fact that the opposition first made the arguments 
in this section. These argumen·ts introduce detri-
mental conditions that the opposition admonish us 
to avoid. 
WILL SECTIONALISlvi Il~GHEASE'? 
Opponents of the Bill 
·-· ·_ --. --The-f-1-rs~b--e-f-these detrimental conditions was 
e. schism .of the North and south. 'rhe principal.· 
reason ~or this possibility, said the southern con-
gressmen, was the opposition of the south to Federal 
interv~ntion and the feeling that the Dyer Bill was 
lina claimed that it would require a huge Federal 
police to enforce the law because the J.Pederal Gov-
ermnent would have to acquire evidence against the 
defendants, the county, ana the county officials. 
He said another disadvantage would be the feeling 
ment was intervening in an exclusively state jur .. 
1 
isdiction. Mr. Byrnes also scored the :Oyer group 
when he demonstrated that the states had merely sat 
back.and placed all tl1e burden of enforcement on 
the Federal Government in the case of the Volstead 
Act, and violations of the Volstead Act were on the 
increase. Byrnes contemplated even less cooperation 
between state and Federal officers when the pre-
sence of the latter would be resented by the states' 
::> 
inhabitants.·" You can see the southern point of 
view even more clearly in this vehement attack by 
Mr. Watkins of Louisiana: 
_ ~---~That th.is bill is in tended as an attack oii the · 
· South- -is --clearly shown by the report from the 
co1rumittee, which includes a list containing the 
names of seventy-four Negroes and six white men 




'l'lb.is list gives all of these cases as having 
occurred in the South and not a single one 
of them is reported from the North, only two 
being reported from Colorado, one from Kag-
sas, and one from washington in the west. 
To show how little the south cooperated in 
attempts to apprehend lynchers, evidence was of• 
95 
fered demonstrating that even reward~f~fled-t~o~--~--------~----------
produce res'l,ll ts. The San Antonio {'re:x:a~) Expre§..S 
(Newspaper) had a $100,000 fund to use as re-
wards for aiding in the conviction of lynchers. 
In the two years of the fund's establishment no 
reward claims were presented. Vfuen Berry Wash-
ington was lynched in Milan, Georgia, $1500 re-
ward was offered, but never claimed. A $1300 
reward was offered for the lynchers at Ocmulggee, 
Georgia. The governor of North Carolina offered 
rewards. of ~~400 each for members of a mob that 
lynched a Negro at Franl<:lin ton, North Carolina. 
All the foregoing stipends wer~ never claimed! 
.... _ Often special grand. juries were called~ but they 
------~- --··--·- -----·-- --------·-------·---- --------- -
have generally reported that they were, "unable 
to find information as to the identity of any of 
3 Congressional Record, 66th Gong., 2nd sess., 
(May 25--June 5, 1920) page 8029. . 
the lynchers". 4 
Writers outside Congress seem to have lent 
support to the "sectionalism" argument since. J. H. 
Chadbourn, assistant professor of law at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, declared that Southern 
eral legislation against lynching. A q,uestion-
naire was sent out asking for an expression of ap~ 
proval or disapproval of the Dyer Bill with its 
$10,000 penalty on the offending county. "Out ot 
two hundred thirteen responses, one hundred ninety-
four expressed emphatic disapproval, only :fourteen 
approval, and seven were qualified", 5 Mr. Chad .. 
bourn went so far as to say that Southern lawyers 
and judges so opposed the Dyer Bill that it could 
hardly be expected to become law. 
The same writer offered as further results of 
the questionnaire a number of reasons given by the 
~-----pul:)-:1-ic--f'er--the-fai:Lure to convict lynchers. __ Tl.ley 
----·-·---·-------·---- --- .. - ... -----------·--··· 
are as follows: 
4 
5 
1. Refusal of persons with first hand knowledge 
u. s. 
J. H~ Chadbourn, Lynching and the Law, (1933) 
page 118. 
to testify. 
2. Trial jury verdict actuated by local pre-
judice in lieu of consideration of evidence. 
3. Failure of the grend jury to make adequate 
investigation. 
4. ~ailure of the prosecuting officer to in-
vestigate and furnish the grand jury with 
evidence. · 
5. Nolle prosequi by prosecuting officer. 
6. Adverse trial court rulings on motions and 
evidence. 
~~----?~· _,R~e~v~e~r~s~1~1 by appelle.te court on non-prejudicial error. 0~~-~~------------------~--~----~------~--~~~----------
! ,. 
'!'hes.e anwers indicate that the South didn't w;;mt 
to pU.ni sh lynchers. 
Another outside writer summ.ed it all up; when 
he remarked that the only remedy for lynching is a 
strong public sentiment agtdnst it. If this public 
seniiment was not manifest as the opponents of the 
· Bili all~ged, then surely the Bill could be expected 
to create a feeline of sectional dissension which 
would tend to build a new tension between North and 
south. 
--~---- ·-------------
Proponents of the Bill 
Mr. Dyer and his colleagues were not at a 
total loss in answering the cries of, "Sectional-
ism! H Witness the reply of !I'Ir. Fess of Ohio who 
argued ·that had ·the ste:lies crying against s~ction• 
alism protected their citizens, no such law would 
. have been proposed. · lle said ·that to apply the layv 
everywhere is not sectional; but if the crime pre-
domin~tes in one particular urea, then the crime 
itself .is sectional rather than the law.7 
The Dyer group went on to show that many South-
ern newspapers hnd espoused Uw Bill, hereby demon-
strtting that sectional ~ivalry w~s net likely to 
be iirflc,med ::w 11mcll as the opposition supposed. 
I .lw.ve here en ed.i ·L;orit>l from tlte Ch.::lttLcnoos;?-
Times condemning lynching and calling upon 
Congress to enact a law that will punish those 
--~---~--~"~noare-.-gu~i-ltyof it, dat.ed Jan. 28, ].921. I 
---have her-emthe- Dallas. Morning New.s, containing · 
th$ same thing, and the Independent of Eliza-
beth City, North Carolina, in which 1t says, 
"Write rne down as strong for this Bill'•, and 
says that "I would not draw a single one of its 
ferocious teeth". The Greensboro, North Caro-
lina, Daily News of Dec. 1q, 1921, is equally 
Congressiorm-l~RecoTd-,--6'7-th-Cong.,_Bn _ S.~.ru3.....!. , ____ _ 
(Dec. 19, 1921) page 543. 
'd8 
strong in condemnation of lynching and for 
the enactment of a law by the Congress of the 
United States. And so with the Dallas ·(Texas) 
Journal, the New York Time~, rrhe New York rrri-
~~ and theSan .Antonio Express. 
The Independent, Elizabeth City, North 
Carolina remarks: "I have read the Dyer Bill 
through and through e.nd I am astounded that 
such. a bill has been fe.vor~1bly reported. I am 
ostounded because it is such a good bill.---
If the Dyer Act is a slap at the South it is 
99 
~--~~~~--1b~e~-~~~e--~h-e--suu~~h--d~~-~rve~--t~--b~--s~-~P1>e~;,·-.------------------~-----------
The Ne:w York; Tribune~ Wed., Dec. 'f?l,_ 192;, 
says: "Since state authority has failed to ·· 
suppress this evil, and Federal intervention 
is perfectly legitimate, it is only oorp.mon sense 
for c6ngress to take a hand in making lynching 
mor~ hazardou~ and expensive for those who coun-
tenance it or take po.rt in it", 
The Saturda Evening St. Louis St~r of Dec. 24, 
1921; dec ared: "It is t me for the Government 
to step in and put en end to a situa.tion which men-
aces the white race e.s much af\ it does the colored n. 
The New York Tribune, FrL, Dec. 16, · 1921 
says, "The Dyer Bill is drastic. But a drastic 
remedy is needed for the loathsome lynching di-
.sease". 
The San Antonio Express of Mon., Dec, 12, 1921, 
states: "---Pass the Dyer Bill--and enforce it 
to the limit, with all the powgr of the United 
states Department of Justice". 
The Times, St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 22 1 1921, prints; 
"The approval by the House Judiciary Committee of 
the Dyer anti-lynching bill promises early report 
of the measure. It con scarcely be doubted that 
-----;tn:e-o-rrr--wTr1-oecome a law;· Its defeo.t, supposedlY; 
-"--. ·----'·---~--could-only"·result ·from the congestion of legis-
8 
9 
lative work--not because a majority of House end 
Senate could fail to favor any sober and proper 
effort at reducing mob violence throughout the 
countryn.9 
67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
Ibid., page 792 and 793. 
Even Mr. Sumners, who llas been q_uoted con-
stantly in opposition to the Measure, was willing 
to assett that the Southerners in general were sick 
and tired of lynching and were willing to say to 
the .. Federal Government, nrf you can do it, for God's 
s~ke come and do itJ"lO 
Qrte outside $OUrce relates that South Carolina 
actuallY issued an appeal for Federal intervention.
11 
In all fairness, however, despite the careful 
choice of evidence by the Dyer group--it appears that 
the ~ore. representative element of the south did feel 
the. t the legislation in question wus sectional. 'l'he 
rDnk and file of the southern states opposed Federal 
intervention, all right, and demonstrated none too 
100 
cooperative a spirit in its behalf. The fact that the 
Southern Congressmen were the bulwark of the oppos-
ition of the Bill verifies this conclusion rather 
clearly. 
10 Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
{Jan. 4, 1g22) page 7g9, 
WILL RAPE INCREASE'? 
Opponents of the Bill 
A second problem to be created by the oyer 
pill if p~ssed was, aocording to the oppoa1tion~ 
the increase of rape. It may be d-ifficult for the 
reader to gather the extreme position of the South• 
erner on this orirn~. To him it is tnfinitelY worse 
than murder; it is the most terrible crime ~nown. 
This idee. may be clarified by the following excerpt. 
from Representative Aswell: 
Thenwhen a black brute Gsscults a neighborhood 
girl, one we well know, a bright fascinating 
girl with infinite promise in which we all re-
joice, when the. brute assaults .her, crushes out 
every spark of her hope into the unspeakable 
Hell, men and boys will rush to the rescue to 
protect their own women from1ihe peril of the monster at large among them. 
-~-- --Represen-ta-ti-ve sumners goes even_ f11rtl1el': 
12 
And it is a rather interesting thing too, that 
as society has established legisln tures e.nd 
courts men in my part of the country hHve never 
yielded to the courts established by legis-
101 
latures or to laws established by legislatures 
the protection of their women. There is just 
one thing they will not litigate. Nowhere 
under God Almighty's sky will they yet liti-
gate the issue of a1~oul wrong committed a-gainst their women. · · · 
Now·· that it is seen how vi tal it is to the south-
erner that rape be prevented, consider the means by 
.The crux of the ergument is found in the reasoning 
of Mr. Aswell of Louisiana. He feared thet the 
Dyer Bill would give cour~ge to the rapist bY 
giving him a better opportunity to escape. Aswell 
' 
went so far as to claim that conditions would be-
oome so bud that in some places it would not be 
· so fe for a white woman to live. 14 
Mr. Garrett of Tennessee summarized the op-
positions.' s arguments when he suggested • 
Mr. Speeker, this bill ought to be amended in 
it~ title so as to read: "A bill to encourage 
Rape".l5 
: _____ 1~- . . . ~· ---;------~ 
________ Congressional H~corc1 ,u 67th Coi1g., 2nd sass., 
· . (Jani 4, 1922} page 799. 
14 Cdngres~ional Record, 67th Gong.~ 2nd sess., 
(Dec. 19, 1921) page 545. 
15 C6ng~essiona1 Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 
(Dec. 19, 1921) page 548. 
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Proponents of the Bill 
The reply of the Dyer adherents on the crime 
of rape was mainly composed of the contention that 
their opponents had greatly exagger~ted the con-
nection between lynohing and rnpe. Mr. Campbell qf 
Kansas offered this reply. He insisted that by liqt-
ening ·to the sou thel,n e.rgumen ts one would gain the 
impression that all lynchings were due to rape, 
Campbell offered an analysis by the governor of 
Georgia who found that out of one hundred thirty-
five caaes of lynching in the past two years (1919~ 
1921) only two were cases either of assault or 
attempted assault upon vvhi te vwm.en. 
15 
Campbell ar-
gued further that lynching was {lot justified to 
abolish rape when only 19% of the 3,500 lynching~ 
in the last thirty years (1891-1921) were due to 
rape. 17 
·-- ______ }iiJ:>.. p;ye_I_' __ added the following statistics to 
show that ravishment is not the chief cause of 
16 Ivrr. Byrnes saiJ. the Governor of Georgia had 
repudiated the above statement at a later date. 
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lynchings; The Tuskegee Institute figures gave 40~6 
lynchings from 1885-1~21; only 810 of these were be-
cause of rape or attempted rape. rrhe Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People figures show 3,434 
lynchings. Of these 5?0 were charged with rape or 
attempted rape from 188~-191~. 
It is espeoially emphasized in this conneotion 
that there have been many lynchings where th~ 
victim was not even accused of rape but in 
which cases the lynchers gave rap!.8as the cause 
in order to justify their action. 
From 1914-1918 there were 264 Negroes lynched• Rape 
was the alleged cause of twenty-eight. 
It might be stated further that out of thirty .. 
seven persons indicted for rape in the first 
degree during 191? iri New York county not a 
single ohe of those cases was that of a colored 
. man. lid 
18 
Ibid. -
WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO STATES' RIGHTS? 
Opponents of the Bill 
'rhe loss of ste:tes' r:t.gh ts was customarily 
bemoaned as a neoessary seq,u~nce to th1J!j as. ~Q all 
other inoreas~s in F'ederal power. To lQse s'l;l,~ tes' 
rights would surely be a. problem of g:re~ter mag-
nitude than lynching, said the opposition. R~P· 
Buchanan of Texas waxes oratorical over the devil~ 
try of damage to the sacred doctrine of states' 
rights. 
The·United States entered its career for 
mutual and reciprocal advantage, But in-
dependence and self control never surr~n~ 
dered by word or act of the states, was a 
supreme and ideal principle, fostered and 
cherished; ,a,n; 1mro.orta1 soul within the 
entity of each one of the cooperating state 
sovereignties. A premeditated absolute 
sovereignty, begotten and conceived in the 
i~~eal spirit and experienc~0of "give me · l1-b~ert7-or-gi ve me death "• ""·· ·· ·· ··· 
--- -~---··~---- --· -- , ______ ---·- ·-- --- .. ---- - ---.- ·----------
. ' 
Mr. Reavis of Nebraska expressed the danger 
to._states' rights in concrete form when he reported 
• 
tha re~ults of a conversation with the assistant 
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----~-20--CcJng-r-e-mrt-ona-1~-Record-,--6?th--Gc::mg-., --2nd.:___sess-.T--------~-------------"~-­
(Dec. l?, 1921) page 459. 
Attorney•General. Mr. Reavis was addressing another 
Congressman when he said, 
If the gentleman is familiar with the hear-
ings before the comnittee on the Judiciary 
at the time that the bill was before that 
con:uni ttee, he wilJ. recall that the question 
was asked Colonel Goff, the Assistant Attor~ 
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n---~~~---"ne-y-... Ge-J?.e-1~{·1-l--,--·wh-e-t-.b..:e-r-i-f'-tll-i-s-b-i-l-J.-w-er-e-gon=-----~-----,-~~----­
st;l..tutional and the Federal Government, which 
heretofore had always been in the forum of the 
states, it would be possibltll for the l!'e)Hleral 
Government to punish embezzlement and larceny 
and assault and battery and that Colonel Goff 
·replied that it would. 21 
The conclusion naturally drawn from this state ... 
m~nt was that the Dyer Bill would open a precedent 
for taking over all policing within states and es-
tablishing centralized gover·nment. •rhe author has 
dealt with _stat~s' rights far more in detail in the 
chapter on constitutionality. Suffice it at this 
time to record the fears accompanying the possible 
·loss of those rights. 
21 ressional Record 57th Con • 2nd sess., 
(-c-J-a-n~.~4--,-1-9-2-2-)-page~800.----- ----~----- --------- --~--~ -------------- ------------
Proponents of the Bill 
The Dyer adherents' attitude toward the fear 
of losing states' rights may be found for the time 
being in the position taken by Representative Madden 
of' Illinois. He could not see why the south's 
Congressmen were willing ·to divide the pol toe power 
of the state with that of the nation on the ques-
tion oi' prohibition, but not on the question of 
lynching. 22 In other words the proponents were 
content to disclose a precedent for Federal inter-
vention in another field and say, "If it wes done 




Congressional Hecord, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 
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one must adrni t, however, that if this argument 
were t~ lead to its ultimate conclusion--that 
conclusion would similarly excuse every en-
achment on the rights of the states until 
·~~these-r--i-gh-t-s-oeased--to-exis -·-- ·--- _____ _ 
..-..... .... 
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WAS 'ri-IEHE AN UV.PERIOR MOTIVE 
IN PROPOSING THE DYER BILL? 
Opponents of the Bill 
Here an argument is proposed by the opponents 
108 





Bill wss unworthy of i t;s pres entation. r11he chief 
claim here was that the Bill wes proposed for 
political purposes by '~he Hepublican party. A very 
, nice statement of the point was made by Represen~ 
tative Hersey: 
I can understand the zenl of those who view this 
bill from the standpoint of political expediency. 
They say in so aany words, 11 This Hepublican Con-
gress can satisfy the colored people of the South 
by the enactment of th1s .legislation. If the 
supreme court declares it unconstitutional, which 
it doubtless will, if enacted, then the colored 
voters will have nobody to blame but the Supreme 
Court. and as the judges of that Court are ap-
pointed for life and do not, like the Republicans, 
come up every two years to be elected, they can 
r--~---:-----:-aSU'I.U"fif~e~r._· EllO harm and the pe.rty will discherge its 
_l'_e~pons i l5Tli-ty and: in- another 1JVaY, hav:e taken care 24 of the~recomc.endat1on of the Presldent". (Applause) ~-~ 
Representative Buchanan characterized the Dill as 
just another Republican attempt to capture Negro votes. 
Representative Aswell agreed, but also added that the 
eTect-rons-we-1'-e~~on hat the 
24 Congressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 
{Jan. 10, 1922) page 1020. 
~---------------
Republicans needed votes to stem the risihg tide 
against their party. 
Mr. Tillman very neatly produced the figures 
on the exact Negro vote in Mr. Dyer's district as 
still further proof of a political motive. 
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The author of this bill J;lepresents the twelT~thi1. ___ __._--:--~-.2_ ___ _ 
district of Missouri. In his district are the 
followi4g wards in the city of st. Louis oqn-
taining Negro citizens: 
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The Negroes have a majority in ward 1? and 
clearly hold the balance of power in this dis-
trict, and at the last election Mr. Dyer was 
opposed by a Negro named Robert owen, the nom-
inee of the Farmer-Labor Party, and Samuel 
Rosenfeld, a Democrat. · 
The Times of Oct. 23, H~20 said: "Dyer 
appealed to the voters to vote for him declar-
ing that every vote cast for Robert owen, Negro 
nominee would mean a vote for Samuel ~gsenfeld, 
whom he branded as a Texas Democrat". 
·· Representative Tillman further suggested the t the 
Republicans were putting up the Dyer Bill as a po-
litical retaliation against Southern support of 
Prohibition. He emphasized that Mr. Dyer was a 
5·--~--~---Congressional Record.~--·6?th. Gong. ~--2nd-sess~-; 
(Jan. 10, 1922) puge 1012. 
stalwart wet. Tillman's final blow was the in-
troduction of the following evidence: 
Times of Oct •. 23, 1921: "Henry Lincoln John-
son, a Negro Republican na·tional commi tteeme.n 
from.Georgia, urged the Negroes to vote the . 
straight Republican ticket, saying that during 
the r~gime of President ~ilson, 3,961 Negrbes 
110 
have been lynohed .. --tt. Johnson wc::s appointed 
Jr-:-:-~----,~---lb·y-~-t-he~Re-pu-b-l-3.--e-a-R----P-r-s-s-i-0.-e11--t-to-tll-e-o-f __ f'-:t-o_e_o ---~----~~---'-----~----~ 
reoo~~er of deeds for• t;he District of Qolunl-
bia. 
And now one finds that even a Republican sqp~ 
ported these contentions of bud faith on the part 
of th~ Dyer group. Representative Hersey testified 
that: 
The late Republican nationel convention at 
Chicago desired above all things to break 
up what is called the solld South and .to win 
and secure, if possible, for the Republicans 
the ~ote of the colored people. Accordingly, 
the makers of the platform inserted tho fol-
lowing: ttWe urge Congress to consider the 
most effective means to end lynching in this 
country, which continues to be a terrible 
blot on our American Civilizntion." What 
C6ngress could do to end lynohin§
7
never trou-
bled the politicians at Chicago. 
-- - The following excerpt from the New York Times 
seems to lend further support to the contention that 
th~ Dyer Bill was just a bid for Negro support: 
The Negroes made their ~irst effective entry 
~26---------roTd~. ----
27 Congressional Record, 67th Gong., 2nd sess., 
(Jan. 10, 1922) page 1019. 
into the industrial life of the North in the 
yec·rs of' the World ':Var ·when ir.rrni grc: tion WbS 
restricted. 'rhe number engaged in manufnct-
uring and mining grew from 692,409 in 1910 
to 960,039 in 1920--an inc~ease of 35.8%.28 
The opposition's ca::;e on "ulteri.or1' motives 
may be appropriately concluded by Representotive 
Buchanan's vitriolic application of epithets. stu~ 
dents 6f the spoken word, toke notice1 Hera is 
some reel oratory. Caid !Jr. Buchanf:m of th~ Dy~r 
Bill, 
Its political aim is partisan power~ Its po-
litical J.notive is pe.rtis[-J.rJ advr1ntaco. Its po• 
litical hope is partis&n privilege. Its po-
litical f'~er is partisan loss. Its political 
prayer is purtisan votes. Its political spirit 
is p<:1rtisan greed. Its political principle is 
partisan hate. Its political passion is part~ 
isan life evorlestint;, ad infinetmo., and with 
all the politicnl plunder end prerequisites, 
"for me and oy wife, my son John 6nd his wife, 
~s fou~ an~ _n? morc:"--~r~)Sf, t~~ newberry sen-
ci torsll,lp car.1pc1.ign 1:n l.~lC•llgan. 
The author is not able to include ony special 
answer to these 8.CCUS£',tions. 'l'he Dyer group seemed 
111 
~--~~-wi~l~l-tn-g-~tv-res-t-the-1-r moti'Ves upon the deecriptioll. of 
deplorable lynchings as precJun ted in Chapter I. 
The reader must make his own choice. 
28 NeW York Times, April. 15, 1g34, 
CH.!-\PT1m IX 
'rHE DYER BILL IN 'Nm SENA'.rE 
Concerning the Dyer Bill's sojourn in the. 
Senate, there is really very little to suy. The 
orgum.ents made were the same us those the ex-
heusti ve House debe tes produced. The report f'rom. 
th~ senate comrn.l ttee on the judiciury wu:; essentially 
the same also--save for the few emendments discussed 
in an earlier oh<;pter. Even the oe.ses cited on the 
constitutionality of the Bill hoJ a familiur ring. 
Only one major difference appet;red. 'The senntorir:=:.l 
opponents of the measure threatened a filibuster un-
less it was 1Ni thdrawn. Although the prop on en ts were 
in the majority, a very deter~ined opposition gave 
every indication of wiling away time until dooms-d8y 
if Emy further at tempt were mc·.,de to gtdn its p.sssng;e. 
Because of the aforementioned developments, sen-
----
ate debate occupied very little space in the Record. 
At first Senator Shortridge of Californiu tried his 
level best to force a vote on the issue, but those 
who.had worned of a fiJ.ibuster showed they meant 
business as the following citation of the Record dem-
112 
onstrates, 
Mr. WATSON. Has the senator conferred with 
a sufficient nurnber of' his colleagues on the 
other side to be able to speak for them and 
know that they will second his efforts along 
the. line he suggests? 
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Mr. UNDERWOOD·.. I have not conferred with them 
us in a conference; that was not necessary. The 
Senator knows perfectly well that the represent-
,r-"---"----:----~---c--~a~· ~i-vt:nr-:i-n-t-he--Gena--t-e-f'-~G:tn-a-V-Etr~_lar_gLpo r t ion 
of the United states , re presenting a numrl}b~e~r~o~fp--------:------------c~_c____::__:_:____:_ __ _ 
States, will never allow a force bill to pass, 
A conference is not necessary to enlighten us on 
that point. The record votes here ali morning 
- are a demonstrt~tion of what I say, ·that l arn not 
·saying this fo:r.' myself, that I am not making this 
statement alone, Let the senator consider the 
record of' the roll calls in the sena·te this morn-
ing. · 
If you gentlemen want to continue, after this 
candid statement of the case, and keep this bill 
- before the senate, when you know it is going to 
be blocked and can not be passed, thereby st6p-
ping the transaction of all other business, go 
ahead 1 and we will have roll calls and move ad-
journments day and night. -We can alternate be-
tween roll calls and motions to adjourn. If you 
_do not intend to do that, we might as well come 
- to ~n understanding and lay the bill aside, be-
cause you can not pass it. You know you can not 
pass it. Then let us go
1
along and attend to the 
business of the country. 
In a very short time the proponents gave up as futile 
~ny rurther pressure for passage and Hou~e Report 13 
was dead. It was dead regardless of the majority in 
its favor; it was dead regardless of its favorable 
·recommendation from the senate Committee on the Ju-
------1~~~~--~~. Congressionalrtecora.--,----6-?th- Cong.--,--3r~e--sess ., __ _ 
(Nov. 28, 1922) page 332. 
di ciery. 
The author feel~ he owes it to the reader to 
demonstrate the exact mermer in which the Dyer Bill 
was~killed. With this purpose in mind I enter an ex-
cerpt from the Record. Senator Lodge srot-c for the 
f---'--,-~-~v_.:e_r_grouo, while Senator Und.~rwood. upheld the oppos:L"" 
tion.: 
Mr. LODGE. I move that the Senate proceed to 
the oonpideration of executive business. 
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Pending the motion, will the 
Sene tor allo•v t1e to ask him o. question? 
1~!r. LODGE. Certainly. 
. Mr. UNDERWOOD. I understand fron ~1at I heve 
seen in the newspapers that the majority party 
in this Chamber have concluded to let the so-
called l)yer bill e;o over, and if that j_s the 
underst~nding of the action intended by the ~a-
jority party, I do not desire to make any fur-
ther motion that will interfere with business. 
I ask the Senator from Massachuset·ts if th~::rt is 
the case'? . 
. _!vir. LODGE. I stated to the newspapers that. 
the Republican conference instructed me to say 
that they would not press the bill further at 
the coming session or at the session which is 
just expiring. 
Mr. UNDERV'lOOD. That is, between now and the 
4th of March? 
:Mr. LODGE. Between now and ·the 4th of March. 
~rrh-o-s·e---we-re--t-he-:i:-n-s-t~rue-t-ions given. to- me and whi elL 
---,. --- I gave to the _press • 
VIr. UNDER'NOOD. I wish to say that I am very 
glad indeed w~ have reached that understanding. 
There vms no desire on my part, or on the part 
·of those of my colleagues v1ith whom I was act-
ing, that we should delay the public business, 
but the bill is so clearly in contravention of 
. what we regarded as a great constitutional ri~~ht 
that we felt we Were justified in going to ex-
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vve have 11o :apolOgies to offe-r--ror-Ol.if ___ rl--~;~n-t-;---------------------
and we have nothing to take back in reference 
to what we have done. On the other hand, should 
the bill again appear with an effort to take 
it up in the Senate, we would renew the fight 
we have made before. Of course I do not think 
a f:i.ght of thts ldnd could be justified except 
as a very extreme :neasure against a matter which 
we donsider an invasion of a public ·right. I 
am only too glad to know that we can come to an 
understanding and that it will not interfere 
with the transaction of the public business. 
Mr. LODGE. In COllllTton with the great body of 
my colleagues on this s:l.de of the Chamber, I 
believe the bill is right i.n principle and ougnt 
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to. pass; bu t-t1're---qu~e~~rl.Ti~otl~bei'o£e~t-l"lce-e.9rl-f-er-enc_e-:::-=:----------:--~~-~~~---­
wa$ simply whether we should allow the filibust®r 
to go on until the 4th of March with no result. 
The bill could not pass, as it would be impossible 
to change the rules now, and the conference ~e-
cided that they would not press the bill fUrther, 
as I stated in the public press, at the session 
which is now expiring or the next session. 
Now, Mr. President, I submit the motion that 
the senate proceed to the consideration of ex-
ecutive business.2 
There were a few interesttng items during the 
brief Senate debates that should be covered before 
concluding this chapter~ One such item w0s the heut 
of some of the exchanges. A bitterness of a per-
sonal nature was shown in the Senate that did not 
appear in tl:le House. Senators Shor·tridge of Cal-
ifornia and r.,1cKellar of 11ennessee were the major 
participants. 
2 
Mr. MclillLLAR. Oh, yes, of course we under-
stand the Senator from California takes that 
view. We all know that he believes it consti-
tutional. We know that the Senator from Cal-
ifornia has a very positive view about its con-
stitutionality, and I excepted him from the law-
t side of the aisle when I made the 
u.s. Congress, 6?th, 2nd sess., Senate Report 83?, 
(April 20, 1922) page 32. 
I 
'' 
proposition. Are there any other lawyers who 
believe it constitutional? 
Mr. SHORTRIDGE. I presume there are. 
Mr. McKELLAR. Will the senator say there are 
any lawyers on his side of the Chamber besides 
himself who believe it constitutional? 
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Mr. SHORTRIDGE. ~rhere are greater lawyers than 
the senator from Tennessee----
n--'-~c_C__----'-'---,--:_~-~~-IiQB._TRIPGE_; I do not think 1 t i.s timelY to 
enter upon a law lecture in or~er _to teach the 
senator from 'J;ennessee some of the func1amen tal 
principles of our Governraen t. . . 
Mr. McKELLAR. If I desired suoh teaching, I 
certainly would not go to the Senator from Cal-
ifornia for it; he would be the last senatqr in 
. the Chamber to· Whom I would go, · 
Mr. SHOR1rRIDGE. The Senator from Tenne~see 
started off in a method of debate that I do not 
regard as courteous. 
Mr. McKELLAB, 'rhe Senator from Californi~ should 
not have made that sta·bement, 
Mr, SHORTRIDGE. I will withdraw it if the Sen..o 
ator will amend his reply. 
Mr, McKELLAR. The senator ought to withdraw it. 
He does himself no
3
credit when he makes such a 
statement as that. . 
Another interesting item was the manner in which 
Senator McKellar made senator Shortridge, the Senate 
leader'of the proponents, look rather absurd, He 
~----~__:__ _____ · ~did-this_in_thr_e_e __ instances, F:l:rst, h~ cleve:rly rt1al1.,._~--. · 
). 
- eu:Vered shortr1dge into admitting the latter•s be-
lief in discrimination against the Japanese and Chi~ 
ne§e in .California; then he revealed the glaring 6on-
tradiction in such a policy as compared with a de-
3 
- -- -- -
Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd sess., 
(Nov. 28, 1922) page 334. 
'' 
' 
sire to insure the equal rights of Negroes. IVlcKellar 
hurt the Californian's plefi considerably by merely 
dr~wing attention to the fact that the scattered 
Japanese ~ould not vote, but the large group of Cal-
ifornia Negroes couldl4 
secondly, McKellar persistently pinned Short~ 
r:l,dge to a concise a11swer on the number of Repub-
lican mem,bers of the Judiciary committee wno be-
lieved the Bill was constitutional, finallY forcing 
the California senator to admit that two members 
only so believed, while the rest expressed doubt 
on that issue. 
· rrhi:rdly, McKellar intrigued Shortridge into ac-
tually aiding the Southern filibuster by allowing 
the Californian frequent time taking interruptions 
while the gentleman from Tennessee had the floor. 
After, each interruption, ticKellar would bicker and 
side-track in reply, later returning to the issue 
t---~~---~-onlY~~t_o chastise §_l}oi'tride;e for having departed 
----- -------- -· - -- -- -----
therefrorn-.;;thtis wasting still more time. 'rhe only 
way for the reader to fully enjoy himself is to 
read that section of the debates referred to in the 
footnote. 5 
4-------:roTd. , page ~3fl;------
5 Ibid., pages 332-338. 
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CHAP'rEH X 
. CONCJ .. USIONS 
In the author's estimat:.Lon conclusions if 
bffered at all should be brief. Personally, he 
that he has presented the facts; let the re~der 
dre.w the conclusions; but su1umaries are apropos. 
'.Pha t _there was f:l need for e. change ·wae most 
definitely es tahlished by the Dyer grou,p. 'rhe :tn-
efficienoy of state law enforcement was self evi-
dent. 'rhe principle of equality must certainly be 
accepted if we are to rend the Constitution without 
blushing. Nevertheless, the fact must not be over-
looked that a large number of Americans did not 
fHvor equality at the time. Whether or not Congress 
should have risked enacting an unenforceable law 
for a righteous principle shall be discussed in a 
moment~ Concern.1rrg c·onstitutionali ty it must be 
admitted that the opponents of the Bill convinced 
the writer that it was unconstitutional. On the 
othe~ hand, however, a new precedent can be set. 
'And then there is always the device of amendment. 
Vlrrs-t'he----B-i--1-1-J:)l"&C--t ics. . __ he auther · 
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wus convinced by the opposition. Yes, the p~in­
ciple was fine; but could it be enforced'? 'rhe 
predominance of southern opinion fa:vored jnequal-
ity between Negro and white. It also favored lynch~ 
ing. One can see that--in spite of Dyer's quotes 
from Southern newspapers. After all, who killed the-
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Dyer Bill? The Southern Congressmen did, Who tall\:ed 
about "black brutes assaulting white girls, etc., etc"? 
The southern Congressmen did. Since their conHtituents 
undoubtedly felt the same way, how ooulq the Oyer Bill 
work? Where would the Federal Governmen·t get its 
witnesses, its policing effectiveness? Why it would 
have taken the United states army and permanent mil-
itary occupation of the South to apprehend ~11 of the 
offenders. 
And then this mat~er of punish~ng whole counties 
for offenses corn..'1li tted therein. Punishing the whole 
group for the acts of a few breeds only discontentj 
bitt~rness, and resentment, acting only as an in-
increased objectionable activity--and 
is n6t practical! 
Was the Bill "sectional" in character? No, it 
appliedin all states. Was it taken as sectional by 
t-----~~~---~--~---~---------------- --·----------------------------------------------~-
the South? Y:es, it was. Would it therefore tend to 
divide the nation?, 'Ehe author is afraid so. 
Would rape increase? Possibly, if lynchings 
have a deterrent effect on rape. 
What would happen to state's riGhts? The good 
old issue--always brought up--never settled. Well, 
tne writer fears t:tu;1. t s·tate$' rights wou,l.d suffer. 
Every act that takes states• rights away in anY 
. manner whatsoever lays down a precedent for further 
encroachment later. 
was there an ulerior motive in proposing the . 
Dyer Bill? Certainly all its proponents were not 
·so motivated; but just as certainly, some were. one 
must admit the evidence was pretty strong, 
.And all of this leads where? It points to one 
. . . . 
conclusion--that the Dyer Dill had a fine goal, but 
an impractical method of achieving it, as well as 
a doubtful inspiration. If it hadn't involved the 
~-c 7~~r.ac_a~quas_t_Lon_,.--e-Lt_ma_y __ h_e.VE1 b,~Jd a d_iff'ei'ent_ _()_ll_tgome •.. 
li.s it was, the writer r:1grees with the decision of 
Congress. -The Bill met deserved defeat. 1 
Stili there was a need for a change. How to 
meet 1 t?--by education a.rtd the healing effects of 
1 Don't misunderstand the author. He believes in 
race equality, but the south did not. 
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time upon Civil War memories. Was the problem ever 
solved? Yes, and in the manner just prescribed. 
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